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Abstract
Objective: This single-zubject ABA studj'evalirirrdd the effectiveness ofproviding
proprioceptive rnput tlroughtouch therapy to reduce the incidence of self-stimrrlatory
and off-task behavior in a seven year-old cbild ri,ith autisnr
Metbod: The baseline phase consisted of four days ofobservation ofthe child in his
classroom for fifteen minutes. The intervention phase consisted of treatrnent providing
proprioceptive iryut once daily using a fifteen-minute touch therapy protocol for six
days. The child was observed for fifteen minutes before treatment (pretreatnrcnt
condition) and after treahent (post-treatment condition) during the intervention phase.
The return to baseline phase consisted of observation for fifteenminutes on four days
following the intervention phase. The Behavioral Obs€fl/ation Checklist was used to
record the number of l5-second intewals over each fifteen-minute otlservation period
when specific self-stimularory behaviors and o$task behaviors were observed. The data
was analyzed using visual anatysis and statistical anatysiq using the two-standard
deviation bad method.
Results: Interpreting the results of this shrdy is difficult due to a change in the child,s
medication immediately folowing the baseline phase. The dosage of a drug given to
increase attention and decrease restlessness was lowered. As might be e4pected, there
was an increase in self-stimulatory and ofltask behaviors from baseline phase to
pretreatment during the interventionphase; this increase was statistically signfficant for
ofltask behavior, using the two-standard deviation band method. Dgring the
interveirtion phase, the child demonstrated a significant decrease in selflstimulatory and
ofltask behaviors from pretreatment to post-treatment, zuggesting an immediate, but not
lasing, effect of tbe trearment. During the retum to baseline plrase, tbe child
demonstrated an increase in self-stimulatory and of[-task behaviors that were higher than
baseline, but lower then pretreatment.
Conclusion. The results of this study provide preliminary support for the use oftouch
ttrerryy in decreasing self-stimulatory anf, o$task behaviors in children with autisrn
Althoughthe medication chang6 diminished the usefulness oftraditional evaluation of
effectiveness in a single-subject design, qmminatidn ofpretreatment and post-treatment
data from the intervention phase zuggest.that touch th*py was effective in immediately
reducing self-stimulatory and otr-qsk behavior. Additional research is necessary to
support the use of touch therapy to deciease self-stimulatory and ofltask behaviors in
childrenwith autism.
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Chapter l:Introductbn
B“セ"″認
Autin occttrs on・a pec―hm mild to severe and arects lrlore than 15,000
Cm betWeenthe ages ofthreeto f■e and nlor  than 78,000 children between the
ages ofsix to twenty―onc h the United States(GlennoL&Miner_KuhanecL 2004).Itお
a disability that impacts au areas ofa child's development.According to the Diagnottb
and Statistical Manual ofMental Disorders caS Cited in sadocL&SadOct 2∞1),
ch価m with autism demonstde a qualinive impaiment h reclproca soctal
intmctions,a qualitative imai―nt h communlcatbn9 a hck ofspontaneous make‐
believe or social imitative pLり,and renictet repetttive and ttereomed behaviors,
inteFeStS,and activitieso Social interaction and play are signincantけlimited h chi dren
withauttt and have ttjorimplicatbns for devebpment cAyres,1987)。Children with
autim my prent with mu■ipb_tolls as a ren ofthe disability,撤〕luding
auditory sellsi雨,tactile defernsiveness,and gravltational hЮcurityo Ser‐■immtioL
眈k ofverbal slctus,and sensory mtentive dyShCtion are indicators that a child has
autISnL All ofthese覇回ptome interfere wlth a child's ability to mction h daily
acti■es(Harrib Glasberg,&Ricca9 1996)。In partぉJな,self‐stimmtory behavior
岬 aCtS a child's ability to int―t宙面h the envlronment and badsto or_task behavior。
Depending on the severity ofinvolvment,a child may be ableto mctbi n。_■y or
require cxtellsive therapy and mo品社iOns tO缶艶tb■
Dimculty milodmting SCIIsory史h山,a∞nI lon problem in children with
autisLお o“ofth main conmbuting ho"lo a child's inability to J血tbn宙thin the
enwonment ch剛
“
L1996).Children with autm may present輌th tactile
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defensiveness in which there is an overreaction to touch stimuli. Overreaction to stirnuli
may resuft in agitation and avoidance oftouching others in situations that most children
would not find aversive (Btmdy, l99l). In addition, if a child's proprioceptive system is
aflecte4 the child may appear uncoordinated aod have difficulty determining where his
or her bodyparts are in space. Sensory stimuli may be overuftelming for children with
autism and may resuft in behaviors zuch as self-simulation (Ayres, lg87). According to
Dunn's theoretical model of sensory processing, a child who is overresponsive to sensory
input has a low threshold and will often react negatively to serisory stimuli (Lane, l99l).
The child rnay present as resistant to change and reliant on rigid routines (Bundy, l99l).
The ihild's resistance and.ig&fy makes it difficuh to interact with the enyironment.
Self-stimulatory behavior is often a resuh of a child's inability to modulate
sensory stimuli while interacting with the environment (Edelson, Edelson, Kerr, &
Grandb 1999). Self-stimulation is hpothOsized to be the child's nreans ofregulating
his or her sensory system. This behavior may have a positive effect on the child with
autlsL inthat t enables retttbiofthe sensory system Finsbllme,1980;GaL 2001)。
The self-stimulatory behavior, however, can also be viewed negatively because it causes
the child to be disconnected from.his'or her sunorindrngs and inhibits engagement in
normal daily activities (Fertel-Daty, Bedell, & Hiqiosa, 2001). In additio4 the child may
demonstrate oGtask behavior as a meaos of tuning out sensory stimuli in the
envhonment that may be overwhelming for the child.
Sensory integration is a specific approach used to address seDsory integrative
dysfturction for children with autism (Ayres, lg87). The goal ofsensory integrative
techniques, such as proprioceptive input, is that the child will be able to organize the
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sensory sthtt received hm the body and the en宙Юnlnent and use i ettctively to
mctbnwhile engaging hdaily activities omdy&M―y91991;Ferte卜Daし,a江,
2001)。PrOprioceptive inpl can be pЮvided“ing variott nlethods inchding tt uSe of
weighted vests orandenBerg,2001;Ferte卜D～,et al。,20 1),W ighted bhnkets
(… 1"幼,and鈍)pressure ttugh mmuallttpulatbn■ilizing a b“h
therapy protocol (Fiel4 et aL,'[997). Th€ mein lsasfit of using this appsszsh is that it
addresses the urderlying iszues, as corpared to other approacheg which rnerely address
the observabte bebaviors (Ivlaillou6 & Roley,200l). Sensoryintegrative occupational
thetapy is a hands-on msthod tbat encourages the child to engage in behaviors and
experience sensations that might qrpically be avoided because they make the child
uncomfortable (Miller-Kuhanech & Glennon, ZOO i).
Problem Stotement
Several limited studies have shown potential for beneficial rezults from utilizing a
lr"*ry integrative approach to address the needs of children with autism (Edelson, et al.,
I
11999; VandenBerg, 2001). Although these studies have shown benefits, these studies
I
lwere primarity single subject designs that used different interventions and there have only
I
lbeen two studies that report the use oftouch therapy on children with autism- More
I
linformation needs to be collected on the effectiveness ofusing touch therapy to provide
I
I
iproprioceptive input for children with autisrn
I
lRotio*t"
There is a compelling need for evidence-based practice in occupational therapy.
胤悧模∬雌箇器 主imm
|
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provide information that demonstrates that the techniques they are uslng are effective.
Theie is currentty questionable evidence to support the use of touch therapy, providing
proprioceptive input, when working with children with autism. It has been proposed that
tberapersic use ofproprbceptive rryut can decrease selflstimulatory behavior and
increase a child's ability to fimction in daity tasls. An irnproved ability to receive and
process sensory stimuli will allow the child to interact withpeers more effectivety as well
as decrease ofltask behavior and improve overall daity perforrnance. In order for
occupational therapists to continue to use and be coryensated for usitrg touch therapy,
providing proprioceptive input, as a valid occupational the.apy treatment they must
provide evidence of its benefits, yet supporting nesearch is limited.
Purpose 
?
The purpose of this study is to'evaluate the effe&iveness of touch therapy to
reduce the incidence of self-stimulatory and off-task behavior in children with autisnr
Definition of Terms
Autism: Characteristics include inpairment in social interaction, communication,
and imaginative play, as well as a restrictid repertoire of activities. Onset is
tlpically noted prior to ft" uge ofthnee (Haris, 1996):
Sensory Integrative Dysfunction: The bnain is unable to process or organize sensory
rrput in a runner that enables the individual to appropriately process ffirmarion
about the envhonrrent (Ayres, l98A
Sensory Qefensiveness: Aversive response to stimuli, such as different textured
foods orphysical contact from another individual, that most children would find
non-noxious (Lane, l99l).
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Self-stimulatory Behaviors: Behaviors typicalty observed in children with autiq
which allow them to oryanizetheir nerrous systern, or a response the child nses
ufren his or her ryrstem is overnhehed by sensory stimuli (Zisserrnanq l99l).
These behaviors include finger-flicking, hand slapping, rocking, spinning, and
moving objects towards and away fiom the body.
Sensory Integration: The process tbat enables one to organize sensory stirnuli frorn
one's orm body and the environment and allows the individual to use the body
effectively within the environment (Bundy, l99l).
-Sensory Registration: An individual's aware,ness of sensory stimuli and the ability
to attach nrcaning to situations and the associated sensory stimuli (tvlaillouA &
Roley,2001).
Sensory Modulation: The bnain's regulation ofits own activity and the ability to
frcilitate sorne neural rnessages, wbile inhibiting oth€r messages in order to reduce
extraneous activity and produce a refined perception of a situation (Ayres, lggT)
Ocqryational Therapy: Therapeutic service that assists individuals and enables
them to live their lives and perhrm daily tasks as independently as possible.
Sensory Integration Ttqrapy: Therapeutic intervention eryhasizing enhancing the
individual's response to sensory stimulL with a focus on tactile, vestibular, and
propnoceptive processing, active participation, and adaptive interaction (Bundy,
2002).
Proprioceptive input: "Certain types of sensory experiences are thought to be
effective for reducing qeqsory iefeniive resporises. These include deep pressure,
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proprioception (i.e., muscle resistrurce, joint traction, and conpression), and
vestibular iryut" (Mlbarger, & Wilbarg er, 2002).
Touch therapy: A specific tlpe ofproprioceptive input where the child's entire
body is rubbed with bare hands using moderate pressune and smoth shoking
movements on each ofthe following areas: head or neck, arms or hands, torso, legs
or feet using the protocol developed by Tiffiny Field and colleagues (Field, et al.,
te97)
Chapter 2: Literature Review
Auism
Autism is a pervasive di.abiltty thht affefts all rlspects ofa child's developrnent.
Dr. Leo Kaner first introduced the term.autismt.in 1943.. Since then, a great deal of
research has been conducted tci assist in understandlng this confirsing disorder (Rogers,
1998)' Autisn is one of several diagnoses on a continuum ofpervasive developmental
dおoidett which alsO includtt Rett's｀DisOrd軋childh00d Dおintegrative Disod∝
,
herger's Disorder9 and Pmasive Devebttntal Dehy‐Not α詭即燎)specimd
(Hain,ct aL,1996)。Autism arects four in 10,000 peopleo The male to fmale ratioお
3:1.nereぉp sently no knOwn cause ofautM、and mdies have folmd no∞nnection
with sociat raciat or引躙じb cぃunds(Mib‐KhnecL&GlennoL 2001).
Childm whO“∞nsidered for asse_enttO detemine ra d晦卿 sぉ。fautism
ζ apprOpriate have cemin behaviOral chaateristおsthat tad parems and medb」
professiOnals tO believe thm tt a co…children with authn typおaけhaVe poOr eye
contact and dimculty Communicating with otherso ney may react detnsively to the缶
enwOmmentby wing Or 8_go nse children have dimculty∞ping with daily
activities such as eating,dressmg,and p40nal gr00_go h additiOL they are likely to
avod e撃」崚 hphyactivities Orother sOciateXpec"d activitts br the■a/ge(Quirk
&DiMatties,20∞).
AccOrding tO the D崚区 戚 お and statistical Manual ofMental DisOrders caS Ctted
in Sad6ct&sadoct 2001),WhiCh L used tO class,psychiatric disorders,a child mu説
meet weciEc crittt in orderto be diagnosed wim autism PriOrtO the age ofthree a
child mtt present with fotlr characteristics。コ騰■st hee ofthese inchde a qualitative
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irnphirrnent in reciprocal social interactions, a qualitative impairment in co6niunication,
and a lack of spontaneous make-believe or social imitative play (Sadoch & Sadoclq
2001). The final category is restricted, repetitive and stereotyped behavior, interests, and
activities. These behaviors may be rnanifested as preoccupation with an object that is
abno'rmal in intensity or focus, stereotlped and restricted patterns of movenrent or motor
rnannerims' and inflexible adherence to specific nonfunctidnal rituals (Sadock, &
Sadock,200l).
Reshicte4 repetitive and stereotyped behaviors may be seen when the
environment overstimulates a child with autisp and the child has difficulty processing the
sensory stimuli being received. These repetitive,-stereciqped behaviors are felt to
represent the child's difficulty pfocessing serulory stimuli; this is believed to be a form of
sensory integrarive dysfunction (Bundy, l99l). These children oftenpresent with se11'-
stimulatioru a sensitive startle rdsponse, lack ofresponse to sensory stimulatiorL unus,al
sleep patterns, deqeased or increased activity leve[ and problems shifting attention
(Quirlq & Dilvlatties, 2000). In addition, they rnay also present with sensitivity to the
texture or smell of foods, clothing sensitivity, unusual or exaggerated fears, and
avoi&ince of eye contact (Ornita Guthrie, & Farlie, lg77).They have difficulty being
soothe4 they may often drop themselves onto objects, sleep without covers or between
mattress and box spring, line up objects, and may demonstrate periods of staring at lights
or shailows (Miller-Kuhanech & Glennoq 2001). Literature indicates that the presence
of dysfunctional sersory responses occurs in approximat ely 42o/o to 76o/oof individuals
with autisrn (Baranelq 1998).
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Stanclitr(1996) oramined children with autism and found that their disabiliry
affeicts all aspects of life. They have difficulty succeeding in school and interactrng with
frnity and friends due to irryaired communicatioq poor social interaction skills, nnd
sensory dysfunction (which makes their envirorrmeut overstimulating). The child has
difficulty attending to and completing school assignrnents and finds participatrng in class
actffies overstimulating. Autim affects all areas of a child's developrnent including
behavior, speech and language development, sensorimotor skills, visual processing and
auditoryprocessing, and learning skills (Ayres, 1987). Delays or impairrrents in these
areas can affect the child,s ability to respond to the sensory stimuli in the environment
and can lead to frustration and an:riety. one of the most significant obstacles that arise
when a professional affenpts to treat a child with autism is the wide array of behaviors
and the varying degrees of disabitity tliat are seen (Huebrnsr & Dunq 2001). Wide
variance exists in the abilities of children with autism in regard to social interactioq
communication, and sensorypnicerfuftig Cfr.frta & Miller-Kuhariech 2001). Due to the
wide variances, it is difficult to develop interventions that will appropriately meet the
needs of children with autism.
Functional Impact
Children with autism exhibit qmrptorns tbat rryact their ability to function
zuccessfully in daity tife. They have difficutty expressing their needs and find interacting
with others difficult and stressful because tbey often have limited language skills and
stereotlped repetitive language (Ayres, 1987). Communication difficulties limit their
ability to exprcss their needs (Quirlq & DMatties ,2000). A child with autism may feel
overwhetned by the environment and find a particular stimulus, such as a sound or a
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sme-U intolerable. If the child has difficutty expressing feelings, the offensive stimulus
will not be rermved or altered; this rnay result in inappropriate behavior such as self-
stimulation or self-abusive behavior.
One study indicated that gazn aversion in individuals with autism is an attempt to
block out sensory stimuli and prevent overstimulation (Hutt & Hutt, 196g). children
with'autimtJrpicalb do not make eye contact ufuen interacting with others (euirh &
DiMatties, 2000). This t,e ofbehavior is considered inappropriate when interacting
with others and therefore people rnay atteryt to coerce the child into rnaking eye contact,
sornetimes by holding and directing his or her fiice towards the person he or she is
hteracting with. This type ofhandling my aggnvate the child, causing him or her to be
overstimulated and to engage in self-stimulatory behavior.
Play is a child's primary occupation and it enables the child to develop critical
skills needed for adulthood. A common characteristic that is seen in children with autism
is a lack of involverent in meaniaful play. They often focus and perseverate on one
aspect of a toy, zuch as a ufreel or a knob (Adrk, & DiMatties, 2000). Instead ofplaying
with a toy appropriately, children with autimmay spin an object or line toys up. This
tpe ofbehavior can be considered a tpe of self-stimulatioq because the child has an
intense focus on the toy and ignores the surrotmding environment and people within it.
During middle childhood when children are entering school and forming friendships,
children with autism tjpically are not invotved in group activities and do not interact
reciprocally with peers, which may lead to exchrsion of the children or fairure to attend to
and benefit from school activities.
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Sercory Slstems
Sensory processing is what children do everyday while interacting with the
environrent. In order to respond appropriately to sounds and sights as well as rnaintain
one's posture and perforrn daily tasks, modutating sensory stimuli is essential When a
child has a deficit in an area of sensory processing it may have a significant iryact on
performarrce o f daiiy tasks.
The tactile system allows a child to respond to a mechanical force, whether it
provides light touch' deep propnoceptive input, stretch or vibration (Bundy, ZOO2). A
dysfirnctional response to tactile stimuli is a significant indicator ofautim (Stanclifi
1996'), Sorc children with autism are overly sensitive whereas others respond minirnally
to sensory stimuli (Hanis' et aL, I99O. This reaction to tactile stimulation has significant
implications regarding a child's ability to function
A child who has a hyposensitive tactile system takes in minimum stimuli and does
not acknowledge if and when touched. 4 rlild with a hyposensitive tactile qystem may
have difficulty localizing when toucfied, may not be able to discriminate between objects,
and rnay have poor or incomplete body'awarbhbi rrvreurqey 20iaD. The child rnay
have problems zuch as not realizing when he or she gets'hurt or mhy have difficulty
picking up objects due to difficulty,with localization (McMulleq 2ool).
A hpersensitive tactile systerL knoum as tactile defensivenesg makes rife very
overwfietning''for a child with autism (Ayres, lgsl). The child is over-responsive to
tactile ilensations, so that tpical daily e4periences oftouching objects and being touched
by others are perceived as being verynoxious. A simple touch can be completely over-
stimulating, eqpecially when unanticipated. The child may not tolerate particular fabrics
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e1s[6thing that is reshictive (McMulleq 2ool). In additioq the child may only be able
to tolerate certain textured fobas. The cbild's intolerance of stimuli whether it is touch
from an individual or texhres of clothing or food can have a significant iryact on ability
to ftrnction within daily life (Audet, 2001) and may lead to"poor peer interactions (Bundy,
2002; Eide, 2003). The child rnay resist getting dressed in tlre morning and rnay avoid
personal hygiene such as washing his or nti Uoay or bnrshing teeth. Activities zuch as
glm or berng on the playgro*d;ay tE excef,tionally stressful for a child with autism if
he or she is unable to tolerate 6.irg touched by other individuals (Adrk, & Dilyafties,
2000)' A child with tactile defensiveness will have no tolerance for rnessy activities with
materials with different textureq zuch as paste or paint (euhk, & DiMatties, 2000). The
inability to tolerate various textures will be difficult for a child with autism because these
activities are commonly uilized in school. This shessful situ,ation ;;y,yleadto increased
anxiety and the child may resort to self-stimulation to calm himself or herself (Stancfifi
re96).
Baranek, Foster, and Berkson(1997) assessed twenty-eight children with
dwelOpmental disabilities and autism regarding stereotlped behavior and tactile
defensiveness. Their results indicated thar children with autism often present with tactile
defensiveness and stereotyped behaviors corcurrently. Children with autism who are
overty sensitive to touc[ in particular to light touc[ often react with excessive emotions
or engage in behaviors such as selflstimulation or self-abuse (Cook, lggl). A child who
has tactile defensiveness may not know how to react to offersive sensory stimuli so he or
she will engage in self-stimulatory behavior to calm the nervous system in an attempt to
counteract the negative sensation received.
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Some children with autism demonstrate atlpical visual responses, such as
focusing on a specific stimulus such as a spinning lid or a revolving door, other children
with autism do not focus their attention on any particular stimuli (Coolq l99l). Children
with autism often demonstrate diminished eye contact when interacting with others and
this significantty impacts their classroom performance as well as their ability to maneuver
around their environmeut and interact with others. Dr. Robert Schufta a researcher
interested in the biological bases of aurism spectrum disorders, states, ..While most
people are better at recognizing i-ages of frces when they are right-side up, autistic
zubjdcts identify them faster when they are'upside down" (Goode, p.4,20M). Hobson
and Lee (1998) studied the social engagement skills of twenty-four individt ats with
autism and found that they were less likely to make eye contact during greetings and
goodbyes than peers rnatched for chonological ag: and verbal mental age. Lack of eye
contabt is often associated witfi deficient L"iif interaction (Hobson, &Lee,l99g). One
study that assessed the gaznpatterns of seventeen high-functioning autistic children
concluded that the lack of frcial orientation is a rezult of deficient processing ofthe
hnman frce (van der Geest, Kemner, Verbaten, & van Engelan4 2OO2). These studies
indicate that children with autism have difficulty processing visual stimuli in their
envhonmen! particularty inregard to recognizing frcial orientation and expression.
The vestibular system is often affected in children with autism. The vestibular
systeni trelps individuals determine position in qpace and alignment of body parts. A
vestibular response is activated in the inner ear through movement and position ofthe
hea4 which affects the individual's posture and visual field (Bundy, l99l). A
hlpoactive vestibular systeq in which a child receives limited sensory input, will cause a
―
?
――――
――――
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child to crave and perhaps require movement and constant rnotion, in order to be
functional (McMullen, 2001). As a res,rft ofa hlpoactive system a child with autism is
likeb to engage in self-stimulatory bebaviors such as rocking, spinning, or twirling
(Kienta & Miller-Kuhaneck., 2001). A cbild with a hlperactive vestibular systern, in
which the child is receiving an overabundance of sensory stimull will be intolerant of
rnovement and will become easily sick by movement (Kienta & Mller-Kuhaneck, 2001).
Children with autism who have hlperactive slmptoms have balance difficulties and
cantrot tolerate or interpret movement (Cooh l99l).
The proprioceptive qystem allows individuals to determine where their body parts
are in relation tci one another and to perceive movement ofparts of the body. The
proprioceptive and vestibular systems work together to support postural control, balance,
and coordination ofthe eyes, head neck and body (Mailloux, & Roley, 2001). A
dysfurrction in the proprioceptive system can cause an individual with autism to present
as uncoordinated and clumsy (A..ugit 2001). Tasks zuch as dressing can be extremely
difficult and ftrstrating because the child-may be unable to put on ao article ofclothing
appropriately, or he or she may have difficutty balanci"g d.iirg dressing. Sitting in a
chair or ascending and descending stairs can be a challenge because the child mai have
difficulty maintaining balance and coordinating the body (Quirh & DMatties, 2000).
Children with autism have difficulty rnaintaining their posture in relation to
environmental demands and they may have difficulty with tasr-s that require bilateral
movement due to lack of postural control and coordination of body parts (Cook, l99l).
Participating in gym class and playing on the prayground can be significant challenges
for a child with autisrn
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Se lf s titrulatory B e luvior
Children with dutism often display self-stimulatory, stereotyped behaviors such as
hand flapping, finger flicking, spioning objects or self, rocking, moving objects close to
and away from the eyes, mouthing objects, frscination with hands, or fiscination with an
object (Miller-Kuhanech & Glennon,200l). A causative frctor to stereot@ behavior
is specific stimuli in the environment @erkson, Gutermuth, & Baranelq l99S). It is
suggested by some that selflstimulatory behavior is a result of an overstimulating system
or environrnent that places too mrny dernands on the child (Carr, Newsom, & Binkofr,
1976). These behaviors are indicative of inappropriate modulation of seasory stimuli
(Ornita et al., 1977; Guess, &Carr,l99l). Studies have shown that children who engage
in seH-stimulatory behavior are ovenaroused by their environment and have difficulty
modulating the sensory stimuli present @erkson, & Ivlason, 1963;Guess, & Carr,l99l).
A chil-d may engage in self-stimulatory behavior in order to calm his or her sensory
systeq however, this q/pe of bebavior signiftantty limits the child's ability to fi.rnotion
on a dhily basis. \tr/hile engaged in selfstimulatory behaviors the child is not palng
attention to envirnomental sensory stimuh but is avoidrng them in order to gain a sense
of control and balance. Since these behaviors are distracting the child from attending to
environmental stimutl it is essential to provide strategies to assist the child in coping
with the stimuh thereby decreasing the ne$ br self-stimulatory behavior and decreasing
duration ofofrtask behavior. 
, r
The Role of Occtpational Therapy
Occupational therapiss viork with cliildran to help them function within the
environment. It is iryortant for childrcn with autism to participate in occupational
|
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therapy h order forthem to u“the m。盤価
“
tbnallit pOssLL(G∝
“
p錮,1992).
OЮ ofthe nenttt tasks nillt an occupationalthmptt can address when working with
children with aut輛お o ssist them in devebping thett own idmtiり,WhiCh can involve
physical sensations,a sense ofconnection to Others,and a sese ofintentiOnality
(Greettp〔L1992).In additioL tt L impomnt fOr parents 10 1eam strategies to use with
their childFen WhO have aut勘Ъ to prolnOte involvement h new activitLs,sochL咤
with others,and increasing ser‐esteem(COl町2000)。Wbr輛嘔 comaboratively with
parents enables usem Jntegies to be carried out at hOnle to ensure∞nhnt ewhasis o
hctional performnce and helps to fOtter a positive relatbndip between the child and
his Or htt parents.
h orderto assm a child with aut軌various areas ofperfo―nce ne d to be
ddressedo An evahation ofthe child's daily tt ЮLs and tat an  the child's ability to
meet thOse demands should be detemined to obtain a genml serlse ofthe pJO_nce
…
pttd Onthe child o゛、2002).Th nextstOおtO dd―ine the child's
respollse to sensory■imuli.Assessments,such as the Sensory Prome(Harcom
¨ ,InC・,200・4)and the sensOry lnteption lnventory‐R vised¨&
Hawhu,1992)canJttdethetttrapist宙th an・md rhnding ofhow the child
rewonds tO sensory飢h山,and where deii areas年辱肛・One崚、WhiCh involved
thiOntWO Children with autbm and siw‐●llr切,お的 devebped childreL demonstrated
that“騨nsesto euり「fve明●OfⅢ items on.the Sestt Prome direrentiatd
children輛th autismおm those withOut autttn(Kient&DЩ 199⊃.Ittts that
direrentiated children with aut面hm ttpha■y developing children were iclns
re■ecting hyperxIIsttivity to tOuch and audlory mput,as wel as ie=鵬fel to represent
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tryposensitivity to nmvement (as indicated by'lieeking out all kinds of moverent
activities"). Children with autism frequently demonstrated "dimcuhy paying attention",
"seeking out all kinds of mvement activities" and being *always onthe go,, (Kient1- &
Dune 1997;p. 535). Another study br Ermer add Dum (l998) wtrich involved thirty-
eight children with autism, sixty-one children with attention deficit h)"eractivity disorder
(ADHD), and 1,075 tlpicdly functio"ing children, demonstrated that the sensoryprofile
is not only useful in determifring a deficit in sensory processirog, but can differentiate
between autim, ADIID, and typically functioning children Children with autisn
derncinstrated a high incidence of oral sensitivity, inattention or distractibility, and
deficits in fine motor and perceptual skills, which diftrentiated them from children with
ADHD. 
.
Areas that an occupational therapist can address with a chitd with autism range
from activities of dai$ living to education and play and leisure. By working on the
various deficit ar@s, the cbild's overall abilities and the ability to function within the
enviro'nment will improrre. A child who is unable to care for his or her own personal
hygiene may appear or unkeryt, and may require assistance from another
individual to corylete these tasks (Bulragiar, 2000). The occupational therapist can
assist the child in leaming to corylete these routine tasks independertb, and provide
strategies to make the process easier. The result of this intervention will not only rnake
daity tasks less demanding for the careliver, but it will allow the child a greater sense of
independence (Buhagiar, 2000). If the child's resistdrrce to personal hygiene is due to
sensory defensiveness, qpecific strategies may be hhful. For examplg caregivers might
use a Nuk brush to desensitizn the mouth before brushing the child's teeth or use a rough
[_
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textured loofrh to clean the child's skin instead of a washcloth, which rnay be offensive
to the child due to the soft texhre.
An inportant area for an occupational therapist to address is a child's ability to
interact with others. Difficulty with interaction nny hinder development ad result in
Iack of engagernent with peers. The earlier a therapeutic program is initiated the greater
gains the child can make in cornmunicating with frmity members and peers (Greosparr,
1992). In addition, the incidence of withdrawal will increase and cornntrnication will
decrease the longer the issue is ignored (Greenspan, 1992). Providing goup activities
will encourage interaction withpeers. In additiorL working on other areas zuch rN play,
slraring, and turn taking are all significant coryonents for the occupational therapist to
address. Sinple tasks such as greeting others or holding the door open fot others are
iryortant steps towards a child's coryeterrce in social interaction
Approaches to Intentention 
I
Many different professionals are invotved in the care of a cbild with autisrn,
including special education teachers, occupational therapists, speech therapists, reading
specialists, medical professionalg and psychologrsts. Traditional approaches used when
working with a child with autism include phar:naceutical intervention, counseling, and a
number of different qpecial education approachesl including applied behavioral anal5rsis
(Lemdr, 2001). Buhagiar (2000) suggests that a[ of a child's needs cannot be met by
retying solely on one approaclr. Combining several treatments will enable achievement
ofthe best results by addressing a[ the areas ofdeficiency for each individual child.
There are several different approaches that an occupation tlrerapist con utilize when
working with a child with autisnr Some therapiss utiltzo one approach, whereas others
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combine severalto obtain the mOst bene“ialretttso LerttiStS rtty use a∞mbina ion
ofllon‐dintive・phy therapy,behavior nlodifmiOL sensOry stimuhtiOL and sensory
htetttbn therapy(Bl血電h,2000)。
There L signif―t∞ntro“町 むtO the benett Ofsensow intetttive
o∝upttbnal hrapy.Applied behavioral amalysb(AB→,a behaviOml prOttm that
uses reinfOrcement tO acq―the desk週re躙nse,おthe most re鶴田凸
“
and swported
method fOr wOrking宙th ch ldren with autism(Catteu_Gordon&Catte■Gordon9 1998)。
Studies have shOⅧ pO壺iveras using a"ward systeln to decrease dimptive and
noncomttliant behaviors(schWartL Sandat Gane&BaueF,1998)and tO encOurage
de壺
“
behaviors(JenseL&Sinc臓,2002).Th most signiacant direrence between
ABA and sensOry integrationおtha  ABA addresses the child's specifc areas Ofdinculty
and_toms and the focus s甲鋼E“的 On Observable behaviOrs,whereas sensory
integration addresses the underlying causes ofaspects Ofthe child'sdMШり,WhiCh mり
“
並 お m a child's inability tO properly nlodtte the・sensOw ttimulirec ived hm the
envllronment.Sensory lnteFiOnおaimed tOwards arecttt the Child's sensOry system
so that he or she can pЮcess se sory・stimuli and hctbn a10re appropnately within the
envlronment.
While applied behavior analysLおa bene■ial ttproach to wOrking with children
w‐ith autistt it focuses on the secondary behaviOrs tlnt are a result Ofthe child's
disability,whereas sensOry intertion focuses nlore On a p_ry dencito Research
studies suggett that sensOry mtegratiOn used in treatrlllent for individll・l  with variOl s
disabilities has cOmparable“並 s b th t ofOther treament approaches cargas&
Qd町1998).In addibL Munigan(2∞3)fo nd Se sOry intetttbn interventbn to be
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as effective as alternative treatment approaches incfuding ABA and psychoeducational
programs. However, a meta-analysis conducted by Vargas and Camilli (1998) indicated
that lack of empirical data requires further research to be conducted to confirm the
benefits of 'his approach.
S e ns ory Inte gr ativ e The ory
Jean Ayres developed the sensory integration theory to address the needs of
individuals who present wiih sensory integrative dysfunction According to Ayres
(1984, selupry integration theory is based on the'notion that experiences alter b,rain
structure and fimction in an adapti\rc or maladaptive manner.
There are thee main serryonents of sensory integrafion theory. The frst of these
is that "Learning is dependent on the ability to take in and process sensation from
mvement and the environment and use it to plan and organize behavior" @undy, &
Mumiy, l9l, p.5). The learning process is especially irryortant wlren considering
intervention for a child with autism- The child must be invotved in tbe integration of the
senses; he or she cannot sfuryty be taught how to respond (Adrlq & Dilv{atties, 2000).
The second coryonent of the theory is that individuals who have difficuhy processing
sensation may have difficuhy producmg appropriate actions, which may interfere with
learning and behavior @undy, 2N2). Children with autism tpically have difficulty with
daily activities at horne and in school A child's inability to produce appropriate actions
rryedes functional performance. The final coryorient of the theory is that 'tnhanced
sensation, as part of meaningful activity that yields an adaptive interactiorl improves the
ability to process sensation .thtreby erihalcing leaming aird behavior" (Bundy, 2002,
p.5). The ultimate goal of intervention with a seDsory integrative focus is to enable the
―
|
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child to process sensory stimuli and produce appropriate actions in order to function at
his or trci ma,ximum capaclty.
There are several principles that are instrurnental in designing intervention for
children with autism ufren usiOg a sensory integrative occrryational th*py approach-
When sensory integrative dysfunction is limiting a child's performance, enhanced
sensation should be incorporated into intenention @undy, 2002). By incorporating the
necessary missing sersatiorl the child's system will be balanced and it will be easier for
the cbild to reqpond to sensory stimuli in an approprhte manner. The c[ent and caregiver
determine goals and it is often necessary for aspects of intervention to be continued at
home to haVe the most ef[ective resuhs (Bundy, 2OO2). In order to provide effective
treatment it is important to work with the client on mutually ageed upon goals instead of
just apptying techniques. The individuat and caregiver require a sense of control and
involvernent in regard to treatment interventioq when people are involved in planning
their own treafuient it is eryowering and it leads to greater rnotivation Involvement
allows individuals to understand the goals and objectives of'therapy and they feel more
invested to master their short and long-teilm goals.
Involvement in occupational ttrerapy usrng,a sensory integrative approach is
benefibial in irirproving th childls performance in school (Schnech 2001; Case-Smith &
Bryaru 1999). Children with autism wh6 receivefl ten weeks of direct and consultative
occupational therapy services eryhasizing vestibular'and poprioceptive stimulatio1,
including the use of suspended swings and brushing, demonstrared a decrease in
nonengaged behaviors and an irrcrease in goal directed play (case-smitb &Bryrrr.,
1999). Linderman and Stewart (1998) found similar rezuhs in their study in wtrich they
|
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progded a treatment that focused on vestibular ant proprioceptive stimulatioru which
invotved the use of large pillows, a phtform $^,ing, af'apzn bar, and textured
manipulative toys for children with aulism" Intervention has been shown to benefit
several areas inctuding'tasKorganiistid'n, handuniting: ad abilirty to focus @ide, 2003).
In addition, children with autim receiving sensory integrative occupational therapy
displayed a statistically significant iryrovement in motor firnctioning and qpatial
awareness in a study by Schnebk (2001):
Sercory Inte gration Intervention
In a study involving questionnaires surveying seventy-two occupational therapists
regarding current practice patterns, occupational therapists indicated that they place a
strong eryhasis on sensory processing when working with children with autism
(watling, Deita Kanny, & Mclaugblin, 1999). For a child with autism who has
difficulty processing sensory stimuli the environment can be overwtrelming, and it can
be e:rhemety difficuft to firnction on a daily basis. The goal of sensory integrative
occupational therapy is to focus on what is causing the child's disturbaoc€, wtrether it is
the propnoceptive, vestibular, kinesthetic, tactile, auditory visual, or gustatory syster!
and to make the necessary modifications so that the child is able to function (Irdailloua &
Roley, 2001). Depending trpon the child's individual needs, specific activities can be
utilized that target a specific area such as the tactile or vestibular system in order to assist
the child in making an adaptive response.
Iwasaki and Holm (1989) provided sensory integrative therapy that consisted of
various types oftactile, vestibular, auditory and visual sensory stimuli to thirty-six
individ"als who demonstrated self-stimulatory behavion. They reported that sensory
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integrative thbrapy resulted in decreased self-stimulatory behavior. one small gp6y,,
involving ten children, suggests that children with autim who are hlperreactive to
s€tlsory stimuli may b rcre likely to respond to therapeutic sensory input than children
whctare hlporeactive (Ayres, & Tickle, 1980). In this study children with autism were
provided with several tpes of iryut incfuding light touctq touch-pressure, paiq joint
traction, vibration, watching spinning stripes, and white noise. Their improvement in
response to the stimuli was noted and compared. The study suggests that occupational
therapy is mre beneficial in assisting children to modulate sensory stimuli than-assisting
them in the registration of stimuli UeiigneO'ti he$ the child rircognize incoming
sensation
Proprioceptive input
One ofthe common q@toms of autism is sertsory defensiveness, which resuhs
in dfficuhy processing the sensory input ttrat the body is receiving. A number of
researchers have used proprioceptive lnput as a therapeutic approach to assist the child in
organizing his or her nervous systeq enabling the child to process sensory stimuli
(Zlssermann, 1992). Several studies bave indicated tbar proprioceptive input has wide
qpread benefits for children with autisrn
Proprioceptive input consists ofmovements applied to the skin using soft tissue
compression, which produces mechanical stimulation that is thought to reduce nervous
enerry and increase functional activity of the skin (McEvoy, Perrauh, Gra6y5E lggT).
Proprioceptive input can be provided to the whole body, the torso, or the extremities.
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Therrc are several techniques that can be used to provide proprioceptive [put for a child
with autisrn, all of which will result ia a eatming affect on the child,s system (Rogers,
2001).
There are various mediums tbrough whichproprioceptive input can be provided
(zisserrtarl 1992)' crrardin dweloped a hug machine, which providespressure laterally
to the individual's body with the degree ofpressure contro[ed 6y the individuar in the
hug machine (Ederson, et il., rggg). In a srudy by Grandin (rgg2),carming effects were
noted in response to deep pressure for children with autism. In another study by Edelson,
et al'' (1999), children who received deep pressure through the hug machine for two
twenty-minute sessions a week over six weeks demonsnated decreased anxiety and
arousal' Decreased anxiety will enable the child with autism to perform daily tasks at a
more fiurctional level
Research has shown that weighted vests, which provide proprioceptive irput, can
be beneficial in increasing a child's performance in school (vandenBerg 
,2001;Fertel-
Daly, et al',2001). In one study sei in a selGcontainetl preschocil c6ssroom, six children
with PDD wore weighted vests on an atternating schedule of trro hours on and two hours
offfor six weelcs, which resulted in increased attention and decreased self-stimulatory
behavior (Fertel-Daly, et al., 2001). ,This single-*bjq ABA design study indicated that
proprioceptive input was beneficial while it was being applie4 but did not have carryover
once intervention was stopped (Fertel-Daly, et a1.,200r). The results ofthis study are
positive' but it offers only preliminary support for the benefits ofproprioceptive input.
More exte,nsive research is necessary to confirm the results. vandenBerg (200r)
examined the effectiveness of weighted vests providing proprioceptive input for four
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children with attention deficit $peractivity disorder; results indicated increased attention
to scLooLbased tasks. A weighted vrst is not only beneficial in increasing a child's
atteniion and decreasing self-stimulation, but it is unobtnrsive and convenient for
classroom use (VandenBerg, 2001).
Touch therapy has been researched by several authors who use a variety of terms,
including manual manipulatioq massage, and proprioceptive iuput. The benefit of using
touch therapy is tbat these techniques can be used at home as well as in a ctinical setting.
Proprroceptive input though manual maniFtrlation has been found to be beneficial for use
with children with autism (Escalona Field, Singer-Stnmclq Cullen, & Hartshorn, 2001).
Children with autism who received massage therapy demonshated increased
concentration and attention to task (Vanderbilt,2003). Increasing a child's concentration
may be beneficial for performance in school In addition, increased attention to task may
assist with inproving independence in daily activities such as gettmg drcssed or other
hygiene tasks. Vanderbift (2003) reported a dec:rease in inappropriate behaviors and an
increase in academic performance and social interaction when children with autism were
provided with fifteen r*inutes ofmassage therapy once per day for tbree weeks. Another
study indicated that proprioceptive input resulted in decreased total imtanccs of self-
stimulatorybehaviors in a child with autism (Zissemaq lgg2).
In a study by Escalona et al. (2001), children with autism who received massage
thetapy demonstiated a dec'rease in restlessness, crying and selFstimulatory behavior.
Massage therapy was found to be effective in increasing relaxation and reducing agftrted
behaviors for frve individuals ufio engagedin self- stimulatory and self-abusive
behaviors (McEvoy, Perrault, &Graetz- 1987). Field, et al., (1997) applied a touch
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therapy protocol to twenty-two children with autism for fifteen minutes per day, two days
per week, for four weeks. Th children demonstrated decreased autistic behaviors and
increased attentiveness following intervention Although there are a limited number of
studies, those that have been conducted indicate many benefits to using proprioceptive
iryut, incuding touch thaapy for children with autisrn
Suruhary and Implications
It is clear thdt children with autisrn have a multitude of qnnptoms that can inpact
their daily performance. A child's inability to decipher the sensory stimuli he or she is
receiving from the environrrent can cause extreme sttess, anxiety, and irritability for a
child with autism. A child's inability to mdulate sensory stimuli affects not only daily
performance but also affects caregivers, teachers and classmates. A child with sbnsory
deficits may resist dressrng and feeding, ,rO* the morning routine extrernely stressful
for the child and the parents. The child may engage in sef-stimulatory or self-injurious
behaviors, which resuh in extensive time off-task. Engagernent in selflstimulatory
behaviors can be extremely distra,btirry in a classroom setting and inhibit a child from
engaging with peers and tating in iffo'rmatiohbeing provided.
There has been limited research conducted to determine ttre benefits of using
proprioceptive input to children with autism- Limited studies zuggest that the child may
demonstrate decreased self-stimulatory behaviors and decreased duration of time ofltask
(Field, et aL, 1997). Most.studies conducted illustrbte irunedidte benefits of the effects
of proprioceptive input with limited carry over once intervention is stoppcd (Fertel-Daly,
et al., 2001). Results have been varied and it is essential to expand on the research, which
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has already been conducted to dernonstrite the'effectiveness of proprioceptive input for
'1
children with autim-
Chapter 3: Methodology
Hytpothesis
' Touch therapy providrng proprioceptive input will sifficantly decrease the
irrcidence of serFstimulatory behavior in children with autim-
' Touch therapy providing proprioceptive input will significantly decrease the
incidence ofofttask behavior in children with autism-
Research Design
A single subject ABA design was used to deterrrine the effectiveness of
proprioceptive [rput to decrease the incidence of selflstimulatory behaviors and ofltask
behaviors in children with autim in a classroom sefting. A single subject design was
selected to test this hlpothesis because it would not be feasible to use alngesample of
children due to time reshictions and availability of zubjects. In addition, autism occurs
dong a b'road spoctrum and children vary so greatty in their presentation that use of a
large sample would not necessarily increase the generalizability of the results. This study
desun was beneficial because it allowed for aftentive focus on one individual and
enabled the therapist to carefully track the child's beha?ior. ABA was chosen over AB
because it enabled the therapist to determine if the intervention had a last,rg effect on the
child.
Subjects and Selection Method
The study was designed to include two zubjects. Criteria for selection inctuded
age range from three to eightien years old and a documented diagnosis of autism
spectrum disordei using the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
(DSM-ID criteria. The subjects in this study were required to demonstrate self-
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盤imuhtOry behaviors such as grinding teetL hand Lpping,alld rOcking,as EpO■ed by
parents or…and teach.childininvOlved h an Applied BehaviOral Adysis
(ABApprott were excluded hm this mdy d“10 the strict procedures invOlved h祖
ABA apprott which wodd mke applying the thmpeutic“gimen ofthe present mdy
dimcult and arectthe rehls Of〔
“
mdy。      ・
h children were recmit“働mugh thmpists who wOrk with children with
autttn l路m sch00卜based hilitts near the researcher's hOme and graduate program
usng a reruimntletter deveb口by he researcher cAppendix B and Appendix C).TO
assure that children met the criteria for the mdy,parents Or響こians and teachers were
asked to tt Out an initialinfO_tbn sheet on tt c闘軋descnbing his Or her educatbnal
program and detailing ser‐並immory behaviOs Observed at home or h sch001.In
ditioL parents interested h baving theL chlld pmicipate h the mdy med Out,a notice
ofpe_siOn KAppendix D)to anow the researcher tO discttt the child with sch001
persOllnel and an infomed∞nsent fOm(Appendix E)tO giVe the researcher pemissbn
to work with the child。
Two children were initttrecmitedぉr this ttd"howe“ちOne child was
discontinued due to iuness and absence hm his Th001 phcemnt.
■E Ihca Colege All‐Couege Review BOard approved procedures fOr
parttipant n田面mmtfOr Human Su可∝ts CAppendix→.
レ ″′ο″′滋″ο″0//ariab購
Depe″ル biabJgs
・ ser_stimmtory Bchaviors are repetiive actiOlls that serve llo observable mctiOnal
ppose.These inchde behaviOrs such as mbbing otteds,Юcking,scratching,lining
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lup O可∝tS,asking repetitive questblls,and clappingo ser_■immtory behaviors
block Out aversive or overttimmting sensatiOns(c00L1991)。Ser_飩immtory
behaviOrs for each particゎant Were identined llshg the initial infO_tiOn sheet fOr
parents and teachs and the Stereoちぼd and sertturiolls MOvements lnterview.
・ or_task Bchaviors inchde ttaring Orin another directbn awayおm a task,averting
attentb■avOiding eye contact,Or engagng m self‐■imulatory behaviOs.oFtask
behaviOrs may result ibm overttimulation hm the envirOnlnent(Lane,1991)。
″″滋″レねら′as
・  Touch therapv prOtOc01 oonslsted ofs破treatment sessiOlls where the child received
meen minutes ofprOprioc■tive城》ut where・the child's bOdy was rubbed with bare
hands llsng II10derate pressm and slnooth stroking lnOvelnents On each Ofthe
fo■Owing areas:head or necttamls・Or hands,tOrsO,bgs Or feet llsing the protO∞
1
devebped by T』hv Field and cOmeagues cield,et al.,1997)
滋 as″声θ″θ″′ノ物s力鬱″″θFrs
Measures lllcluded the initial infO_tiOn sheet fOr parents and teachers
(Appendix F and o,the stereotyped and sertturiOlls Movements lnterview(ssIMI)
cAppendix D and the BchaviOra1 0bservatbn Checklist(BOC)(Append破I).
ser_stimulatOry behaviOrs were identifed thrOugh use ofinitialinfonnatiOn
sheets,which were cOmpleted by parents and teachers,and through the SsIMI(GaL
Passlnore,Dyct&Ttmler 200o.The incidence Ofthese beLaviors was quantifed
through llse Ofthe BchaviOral observatbn Checklist(Boc).
The SsIMIおa thiO_qucttion interviett which identifes the presence ofser―
stnlulatory beha宙Ors,hOw Often the behaviOr occllrs,how 10ng i lasts,and how repetitive
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the movement is. The SSIM was used with the classroom teacher aid and provided pre-
intervention data regarding tbe incidence of selflstimulatory and self-injgrious behavior
the child with autism exhibits. This measure is an expansion of the Repetitive Behaviors
Imerview (RBI), which demnstrated test-retest reliability ranges between 84-10tr/o and
inter rater reliability ranges betrveen 87-99o/o (Gal, 2001). The SSIMI incfudcd nine
additional selfliqiurious behaviors not listed in the RBI, and gathered inforrnation about
the repetition of behaviors, which was mt an aspect of the RBI. The SSIM rryas
dwelo@ with a panel of experts in autim, and was pilot tested to ensure acceptable
wording and content, derrcnstratirig content validity (Gal, et al., 2000).
The BOC was developed for this study. It provides a method for recording the
nurnber of lS-second intervals when specific self-stimulatory behaviors and off-task
behaviors are observed during each ptrase of the ABA study. Interrater reliability for this
nreiNure was established with tk researcher and a trained assistant using dnta from forty-
five minutes of obsenration of a cbild with autism over threc fifteen-minute sessions.
Mean reliability for the behaviors identffied was r = .97using the pearson product-
Moment Correlation, calculated for behaviors recorded during each five minute-intennal
Construct validity was established by using the SSIMI aid the parental initial inforrnation
form to identiff self-stimulatory behaviors. Content vali&ty was estabtished through
inclusion of all behaviors that are a response to sensory stimuli including self-stimuhtory
and off-task behaviors.
Procedures
The child's parent filled out an information sheet identifiing behaviors the child
exhibited and the classroom aid was interviewed with the SSIM, which provided pre-
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intervention data regarding the incidence ofser‐■immtory and ser‐珂urioll  behavior
the mttect eXhibited in the ch9oonL lh info―tion hm the parent and classroom aid
was utilized to create the B∝,which was ttd to identrシthe ser‐stimmory behavior
mmitored during pre and po鈍t¨reame t.Bchaviors identiSed for the child included
mb晦両 eCtS,詭king the light switcL Юcking, hewing his sleeve,chpping his hands,
Jttmg,asking quettion呵期t山, hrOwing his body on the grou颯and Or_task
behavior.The BOC wasus艶to document ser‐s imulatoly and or‐task behaviors
observed during each ttteen‐minute observationpenod.L checklist was also Шd to
observe behaviors peeding and fonowing each intervention periodo L rescarcher mde
evw erortto ensure that ob―ation sesslons were very similar with respect to tlme of
day9 chssroom actⅢ,and Student parttipation across observation penods。鴨 B∝
enabled the researcher to det―ine ifthere was a change in ser‐stimmtory behaviors
observed before and ttter each sessbIL h addition9■anowed the researcher to detellmine
rthere was a cummtive erectas demontted by a〔甲dual dm ase in ser‐飩immtory
behavior fouowing interventio■The nlea  percent agreement for the behaviors Observed
was 78.64%,rangmg螢om 62.16 to 100%。
The baseline phase∞nsisted ofobservatbn ofthe child h his or her classroom for
meen_minutes On folllr o∝asioEIS before the intervention peFiOd begalL Nourbakbsh and
Ottenbacher(1994)re∞mmended that baseline be a minimun ofthree data points when
― g the two‐Andard deviation band method to detemine intervention efLctiveness.
:
During the intervention phase the child's behaviors were recorded llsng the BOC
for ineen minutes before and fouowing interventbL Intmentbn cOnsisted Ofsix
treatment sessions when the ch此l reccived m∝n minutes Ofproprioceptive input.In this
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intervention the child received proprioceptive input usrng the touch therapy protocol
develo@ by Tiffiny Field and colleagues (Appendix K). An additionat protocol was
designed in the event thet trc child was distressed or resistant to the touch therapy
protocol; however the child in this study tolerated the touch therapy protocol. An
lntervention Log was used to record techniques used during each session and the child,s
response to the interventioa A professional eryloyed by the edrrcational program was
present for the entire session to ensure the child's comfort and safety.
The return to baseline pbase consisted of observation of the child in his or her
classroom for fifteen-minutes on four occasions following the intervention period.
Data Analysis
Data ruas anal.vzfd using visual analysis and statistical anatysis, using the two-
standard deviation band rcthod. Ottenbacher (1986) recommended us,ng statistical
analysis as an adjunct to visual anatysis wtren baseline data is unstable or when there is a
large degree ofintrasuffect variability in the setting where intervention is occurring.
Data were plotted and anatped visually to detect a change between the A
(baseline and return to baseline) and B (intervention) ptrases. In addition, data was
a,alyzed using the two-standart deviationband method. In rhis metho4 the 2-standard
deviatiOn line was det…uSれ要the b“節b imtt and was odended thrOugh
int∝にntiOn tO deternllne statistical signiScance.In order tO detemine stttistical
signifmce twO cOnsecutive points abOve or bebw the 2‐standard deviatbn line must be
oherved oOurbahL&Otteib“her,1994)。Lis prOcedure was apprOpmte tO use
because i was sensttive to changes in variability that O∝lured acrOss the phases ofa
singL‐sutteCt design oOU山山山九 & ttenbacher,1994)。Using the ABA design9 the
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researcher was able to determine if there was an immediate or a long-term effect of the
proprioceptive input. :
Limitations ond De I imitations
There are several limitations to.lhis shrdy-. Due to time conshaints and limited
funding a single subject design was the rnost appro pt'ntedesigg however, using a surgle
zuQiect design limited the ability to ge*neralize,to the grearer population Autisur in itself
is a diverse diagnosis, and each individual presents differently which limits the
generalizability ofthis study. Interventions that the children are involved in, such as
special diets and medication, rnay have inpacted the results ofthe study.
One delimitation ofthe study is tbat by exctuding children that are involved in an
ABA program it limited subjects for the study, since many children with autism are
involved in some tlpe of behavioral prograrn
Assumptions
There were several assurrytions rnade when designing the research in order to
aDswer the questions that were proposed. It wir ilsswned that the children who
participated in this study would be cooperative and wiling to receive proprioceptive
input treafinent. It was assumed that teachers provided an accurate account ofthe child,s
performance prior to the study in order to adequately observe if a change had occurred. It
was assumed that classroom instructors did not change the child,s routine during the
study.
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Chapter 4:Manwript
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/bs′たτc′
0可eCtiVe:This singb‐uttect ABA ndy evaluated the erectiveness ofpЮviding touch
therapy to a史h year‐old cLttiヽ所山aut勘m
Method:Ser_stimuhtory and or‐task behaviors were recorded fOr each 15‐secon
interval ofeach 15‐minute observation ttQd during four phases(→baseline phase,o
before treatment interventbn phase,(c)aner treatment intervention phase,and(d)rem
to baseline phase.Intervention∞nsisted ofa touch■e¬py proto∞L Data were analFd
usmg vlsual analysis and statistical analysis。
Restts lnterpreting the rewls ofthissttdy s dimcuh buuse the dosage ofa dmg
ren tO increase attentbn and decrease rettLssness was bwered following the baseline
phase before treament was initiated.During the interventbi phase,there was a
signiacant decrease in self‐並imulatory and or_task behaviors hm before tO aner‐
treatme■,suggetting an immediate erect ofthe treament。
Concljsion:The remts ofthis mdy prOvide preliminary support for the use oftouch
therapy n decreasing ser‐並immtory and oFtask behaviOrs h children with autおIL
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Intra″c″o″
Autism is an intellse disability which arects lnore than 15,000 children ages three
to fve and=Юre than 78,000 children ages s破to twenty‐one h the United States
(GlennoL&Miner_KhnecL 2004).Itおa diSability that impacts all areas ofa child's
devebpment.According to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual ofMental Disordm(as
cited in Sadoct&SadoCt 2001),a Child with autism win demonstrate a qualitative
岬 arment in reclprocal social interactiOlls,aヶquali ative imaiment in communlcatioL
hレk ofspontaneolls make‐be ieve or sOcialiminive phy,and rettricted,repetitive and
飩er∞med behaviors,interetts,and activitbs(SadOcr&SadocL 2001)。
Dinculty moduht城
“
IIsory ttimuliおthOughttO r one ofthe min
contJttting LctOrs to a child's inabilityto nction within the environment earanek,
1996).Dimculty mOdulating sellsory“h19L.mりbe due tO overrespollsivity to scllsOry
inputo Ac∞rding to Dunn's theoreticallnodel of"Шrylpro∝ssmg,a child whOお
overrespOnsive tO settry Ⅲu  has a bw threshOld and win onenreact negativeけto
sclnsory ttimuli cane,1991).The child tty present as resistant to change and reliant On
rigid routines(BШdy,1991).The child's resinnce and rigidity mke tt dincul for him
or her to interact uth the environment.The child may present with tactile defensiveness
in which there is an overreaction to envronmental stimuL in simtiOlls that ll10st children
would llot l闘aversive(BS、2002)。Le child's reactbn tty be manifetted by
agitatbn and avondance oftouch ttm others and OЦects.In add■bL ra child's
proprioceptive system is affecte4 he or she might appear uncoordinated and have
difficuhy determining where his or her body parts are in space, resulting in a negative
reaction to the environment.
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Self-stimulation.
. Restricted, repetitive and stereotyped behavior is a symptom ofautisrn These
behaviors include stereoQ@ and repetitive mvements, known as self-stimulation
Children with autism often display self-stimulation, observed as hand flapping, finger
flicking, qpindng objects or selt tosking, moving objects close to and away from the
eyes, mouthing objects, frscination with hands, or frscination with an object (Mller-
Kuhanech 2001). It is suggested by some that self-stimulatory behavior is a result of an
overstimulated system or an environment that places too many dernands on the child
(Carr, Newsorn, & Binkofi, 1976;Berkson, Gutermutlq & Baraneh 1995). Studies have
shown that children who engage in self-stimulalory behavior are overaroused by their
environment and have difficult nmdulating the sensory stimuli present @erksorl &
Masoru 1963; omrtz Guthrie, & Farley, 1977; Guess, & catr,l99l). A child may
engage in self-stimulatory behavior in order to calm his or her sensory system; however,
this type of behavior significantly irnpacts the child's ability to function on a daily basis.
While engaged in selfstimiiilatory behaviors the child is unable to selectively attend to
sensory stimuli present in the environment and is therefore avoidrng them in order to gain
a sense of control and balance. The child may demonstrate off-task behavior ar a means
ofdecreasing sensory stimuli in the environherit, which the child rnay find
svsrwfuslming. Since these behaviors are distracting the child fiom the environment, it is
beneficial to provide strategies to assist the cbild in responding more appropriately to
stimuli within in the envhonrcnt, thereby decreasing the need for self-stimulatory
behavior and also decreasing the duration of off-task behavior.
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Proprioceptive Input.
Proprioceptive input is a therapeutic approach that is used to provide a sensory
stimulus that assists children with autism in organizing their nervous systems, enabling
them'to process sensory stimuli (Zisserrnanq 1992). Proprioceptive input consists of
movdments applied to the skin using soft tissue corryression, which produces mecbanical
stimulation that rezults in reduced nervous energy and increased functional activity ofthe
skin (McEvoy, Perrault, Crraell4- 1987). Proprroceptive input can be provided to the
whole body, the torso, or the extremities.
There are several techniques that can be used to provide proprioceptive input for a
child with autisnr, all of which will result in a calming affect on the child's system
@ogers,200l) inctuding deep pressure, weighted vests, and massage. Grandin
developed a hug machine, which provides pressure laterally to the individual's body with
the degree ofpressure controlled by the individual in the hug machine (Edelson, EdelsorL
Kerr, & Grandiq 1999). Edelson, et al., (1999) found that children who received deep
pressure for two twenty-minute sessions over six weeks demonstrated decreased anxiety
and atousal. Decreased anxiety is thought to enable the child with autism to perform
daily tasks at'a more functional level In another study by Grandin (1992), calming
effects were noted in response to deep pressure for children with autisrn
Research has shown that weighted vests, which provide proprioceptive input, can
be beneficial in increasing a child's performahce iir school (VandenBerg,20011' Fertel-
Daly, et al., 2001). In one study, children with PDD wore weighted vests for two hours
on and two hours offfor six weeks, which resulted in increased attention and decreased
self-stimulatory behavior (FerteFDaty, et al., 2001). This single-zubject ABA design
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study indicated that proprioceptive input was beneficial while it was being applied, but
did not have carryover once intervention was stopped (Fertel-Daly, et al., 2001).
vandenBerg (2001) e)omined the effectiveness of weighted vests providrrg
proprioceptive input for four children with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; results
indicated increased attention to school-based tasks. A weighted vest is not only
beneficial in increasing a child's attention and decreasing self-stimulatioq but it is
unobtrusive and convenient for classroom use (VandenBerg, 2001). Most studies
conducted only ilhr$rate immedftte benefits ofthe effects ofproprioceptive input with
limited carry over once intervention is stopped (Fertel-Daty, et aL, 2001).
Touch therapy bas been researcbed by several authors vfro use a variety of terms,
including nranual manipulation, nussage, and proprioceptive input. The term touch
therapy will be used hereafter to refer to all therapeutic techniques that involve a clinician
manif'ulating a client's muscles, using only the clinician's hands, applying light to
moderate pressure. Touch therapy has been foud to be beneficial for use with children
with autism (Escalona Field, Singer-stnrnit Clif"r, & Hartshorq 2OOt). Vanderbih
(2003) reported that children with autism who received touch therapy demonstrated
increased concentration, attention to tash academic performance, and social interaction
as well as decreased inappropriate behaviors when provided with ffieen minutes of
massage therapy once pir day for three weeks. Another study indicated that
propnoceptive mput resulted in decreased total instances of self-stimulatory behaviors
(zissernraru lgg2). Escalona et al. (2001i A*a that children with autism who received
touch therapy demonshated a decrease in restlesmess, crying and selflstimulatory
behavior. Touch therapy was found to be effective in increasing relaxation and reducing
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agltated behaviors foF fVe individa who engaged in ser‐■imulatory and ser‐busive
Lbおrs uCEvoy9 Pcm山,&G鵬t198η.Fおn et江,(1"っapplied a touch
thmpy protocolto twenty‐two children with ttism foilmeen mindes per day,two days
per爆L fOr fOur wecks.The chilihn demon―ed dmeased autistic behaviors9
111cluding touch avmlo■omentatmg to lrrelevant sounds,and ser_stimmtiott and
increased attentive―fonowing intwentbL Although thm are alimited mmber of
mdies,those that have been"lldllCted indicate l施薩touch thempy may reduce ser―
飩imuhtory behaviors and iuroVe the ability to attend and to int―t with others for
childm with aut色口L
S“″″塑ヮ
“
ピ晦 li“
'0パ
・
It cヽhar M children with autlsIEn haVe a multitude ofmptOtt that can impact
憮着daily pJomntlceo A child's inility to d∝pher the sensory■imuli can cause
extreme stress,aDriety,and irritability for a child with autism A child's inability to
moduhte sensow stimdi arects not only daily perfoFalanCe,but also arects caregivL
teachers and chssmates.A child with sensory de艶■s may resist dressing and feedilng,
mking the nlo―g routlnc etemely stressm for the child as wen as caFeglvers.The
child may engage h ser‐飩immtory Or ser‐珂uriolls behavios,which resuls h
extensive tine or_tasL Engag―ntin ser‐飢imulatory behaviors can be enemely
dinacting h a classroom setting and my inhibtt a child bm engaging with peers and
taking in the infoHnation being provided h the clawoom Severallimited ttdies have
ShOWIEl pOtential for bene“ial rettts k》m utilizing a sensory integrative approach to
address the needs ofchildrenwith autin cdelsO■et d。,1999;VandenBerg,2001).
Limited ttdies suggett that the child mtt delnonstrate decreased ser‐飩imulatory
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behaviors and decreased duration of time oFtask (Escalona Fiel4 Singer-Strunlq
Culleq & Hartshorn,2001; Fertel-Daly, et a1.,2001; Fiel4 et al., 1997). flue to the small
number of studies that have investigated tbe results of touch therapy, additional
investigation would be ofbenefit. The purpose ofthis shrdy is to evaluate the
effectiveness oftouch therapy in reducing the incidence of self-stimulatory and ofltask
bebavior in children with autism-
Hltpothesis:
o Touch therapy will signfficantly decrease the incidence of selflstimulatory
behavior ofa child with autism ,
o Touch therapy will significantly decrease the incidence of ofltask behavior of a
child withautism
Methodologt
ParticiPants !
Two children were recruited for this study tlrough ttrerapists who work with
children with autism from schootbased frcilities near the author's home and graduate
program. Criteria for selection included age range from three to eighteen years old and a
documented diagnosis of autism spectrum disorder using DSM-IV criteria The subjects
in thii study were required to dernonstrate self-stimulatory behaviors such as grinding
teeth, band flapping and rocking, as reported by caregivers, and teachers. Children
involved in an Applied Behavioral Analysis prograrn were excluded from this study due
to the shict procedures involved in this type ofprogam, which would make applying the
therapeutic regimen used in the prcsent study difficutt and affect the resuhs of the study.
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The first zubject recruited f6l this study was unable to conplete intervention due
to ilhess and absence from school and was therefore discontinued from the study. The
secorid zubject was a seven-year-old boy with a diagnosis of autism spectrum disorder.
N.E. atteded a Moutessori school ad had a one<)n-one aid to assist him thoughout the
day. He received special services from an occupational therapist, speech therapist, and
reading qpecialist. He was prescribed Luvox, Strattera, and Adderall to decrease his
obsessive behavior and h)?€ractivity, and increase his attention sparl
Iwtruments
Self-stimulatory behaviors were identified thnough use of initial information
sheets, which were coryleted by tbe child's parents and one-on-one ai4 and though the
Stereotlped and Self Injurious Movernents Interview (SSIM), which was completed by
the child's one-on-one aid (Gal, Passmore, Dych & Ttuner, 2000). The incidence ofthese
bebaviors was quantified though usebfthe Behavioral Observation Checklis (BOC).
The SSIMI is a thirtynuestion interyie% uftich identifies the presence of self-
stimulatory behaviorq how ofted thdbehavior ocbdrb, how long it lasts, and how
repetitive tbe movement is. This nreasre is an expansion of the Repetitive Behaviors
Interview (RBI), which dernonstrated test-retest reffability ranges between 84-10tr/o and
inter rater reliabilityranges between 87-99% (Turner, 1999). The SSIMI included nine
additional seiflinjurious behaviors not listed in the RBI, and gathered information about
the rcpetition of behaviors, u&ich was not an aspect of the RBI. The SSIMI was
developed with a panel of experts in autisnr, and was pilot tested to ensure acceptable
wordrng and content, demonstrating content validity (Gal,2001).
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The BOC was developed for this study. It provides a npthod of recording the
freqdency of self-stimulatory behaviors and off-task behaviors directly observed by the
investigator duing each observation period for baseline, intervention, and rettrm-to-
baseline periods. Identified behaviors were recorded for their presence or absencb during
each fi:fteeo-secord interyal ofttre fiftee'n-minute observation period (providing sixty data
points for each behavior observed). Interrater reliability for this measure was established
with the researclrers and a traind assistant using data from 45 minutes of observation of
a child with autism over thee fifteen-minute sessions. Mean reliability for the behaviors
identified was r = .9lusing the Pearson Product-Moment Correlation, calculated for
behaviors recorded during each five minute-interval The meanpercent agreement for
the behaviors observed was78.64Yo, ranging from62.16 to l0Mo. Construct validity was
established bV using the SSIM and the initial inforrnation sheet for parents and teachers
to identify self-stimulatory behaviors. Content validrty was established through inclusion
of all behaviors that are a response to sensory stimull which included self-stimulatory
and off-task behaviors. The BOC enabled the researcher to detennirre if there w,N a
shqnge in self-stimulatory behaviors observed before and after each session In addition,
it allowed the researcher to detennine if there was a cumulative efftiet as demonstrated by
a gradual decrease in self-stimulatory behavior over th course of intervention and return
to baseline phases of the study.
,,
Procedure
Parents and teachers were asked to fill out * irforr.tion sheet on the child,
describing his or her educational program'and detailing selfstimulatory behaviors
observed at home or in school to assure that the child rret the criteria for the study. In
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addition, the child's one-on-one aid was asked to conplete the SSIM. Self-stimulatory
behaviors identified for N.E. included rubbing objects, flicking the light switctu rocking,
chewing his sleeve, clappiag his hands; jurrying, asking questions repeatdty, and
tlno'fuing his body on the ground. Off-task bebavior identified for N.E. included staring
offin anotlrer direction ard averting eye gatra. The presence ofthese behaviors was
recorded dttring each observation period for baseline, internention, and retum to baseline
phases ofthe study. The researcher made eveiy effort to ensure that ob,s€rvation sessions
wene very similar with respect to time of dan classroom activity, and student
participation across obserrnation periods througbout the study.
The hseline phase consisted of observation ofthe child's behaviors in his
classroom for fifteen minutes on fow consecutive days using the BOC before the
intervention period began
During the intervention phase the child's behaviors were recorded using the BOC
for fifteen minutes of observation before treatment (the pretreatment condition) and
fo[owing treatrnent (tbe post-treatrirErit tonailonl dqing the intervention phase.
Treatment consisted of six sessiors whenthe child received fi:freen minutes oftouch
therapy. The touch therapy protocol utilizeAin this study invblved rubbing the child's
body using moderate pressure and smoth snoking rrcvernents on each ofthe following
areas: head and neck, arms or hards; tofo, legs or feet using the protocol developed by
Tiffiny Field and colleagues (Fiel4,et aL,1997). An additional protocol was designed in
the event that the child was distressed or resistant to the touch therapy protoco! however
the child in this study tolerated the touch therapy protocol.
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An lntttvention Log was used to ro∞rd techniques used during each"siOn and
the child's respollse to the intervention.AprofessiolJ emp10yedbytheeducationd
program was Fllresent for the entire ttsbn to ensureぬё child's∞面 ■and mfety.
h remゎbaseline phax∞血 ed‐o10磯熙 離b.Ofthe child h his or her
clan・ioOm fOr meeneminutes on four consecutive days fOnowing the interventbm phase.
■ЮB∝was uttt to dOcumentser‐sti uh Oゥand Oitask behaviors Obsmed
during each meen‐minute O機磁 ●n perioこ
DaraИ4arysris
Data was anapd llsing visu analysぉa d statistb  anabb using the two‐
Ondard deviation band mthOd.Ottenbacher(198o re∞mmended llsing sほtおt c」
analysおas an diunCttO Vinlanalysおwhe  baseline&山L―ble or when thereおa
large degree ofh加団可 ct Wiability in the setting where intmentionおOcc―g。
D〔山werepbtted and aned Visuto detectachange betweentL A
CbaSeline and remtO belinel and B(interventio→pbases.In additioL data was
anand tting the two‐s andard de"試bn bandhthod.using this method,the 2‐
undard dbねtbn lines above and bebw the baseline lnean were detemined.hse
points were extended as a band ttOuJ intwentbn and into rem tO hЮline on the
data pbt.TwO cOnsecutive ponts above or bebw the 2‐dard de宙atiOn linc h the
intervention phase indicate statistお〔山「Si tan resuLs oOurbabL&o■enbacher,
1990.nis procedure was appropnate tO use腱
“
崚 走おsensttive tO changes h
variability that i“occllr“■oss the phases ofa single‐su可∝tdedgn 00urbanL&
Ottenbacher,1994).Using the ABA desln the researcher was abb tO detemine rthere
was an immediate Or a bng‐rm erect ofthe propriOceptive input.It b recommended to
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have a minimum of 3 data points in order to determine if resrlts are statistically
significant when utili?ing the 2-standard deviation band rnethod (Nornbakhsh, &
Ottenbacher,1994). This study involved a minimum of 4 points during the A phase and
6 points duriDg the B phase, enabling the researcher to determine whether the results
were statistica[y significant.
Resuhs
The self-stimulatorybehaviorsN:8. demonstratd during observations included
asking questions repeatedly, rubbing objects, and o$task bebavior. Other self-
stimulatory behaviors reported by parents and teacher's aide w€re not observed by the
rescarcher during this study. Means and standard deviations for each of these behaviors
across base[ne, intervention, and return to baseline phirses are reported in Table l.
Figure l,represents results of the datb collected for rubbing objects across the
baseline, intervention, and reiurn to baselinie phases. For'the self-stimulatory behavior
rubbing objects, the child demonsfiated a77.63o/o increase in the me4ns from the baseline
to pretreatrrcnt during the intervention phase. The increase nrubbing objects may be
attributed to an unanticipated decrease in the child's Adderal medication the day prior to
the initiation of the treatment protocol. The child demonstrated a 47.87% decrease in the
mean incidence of ntbbing objects from the baseline phase to post-treatlrent of the
intervention ptrase. Although this decrease was obseryable using visual anatysis of the
Mt+tt did not meet tbe criteria for a statistically significant difference using the 2-
standard deviation band method. The child dernonshated a24.24o/o increase in the mean
incidence of rubbing objects from baseline to the return to baseline ptrase when treatment
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was terminated. Although the mean for the return-to-baseline phase was greater than the
baseline phase, it rernained lower then preheahent of the intervention phase.
Figure 2 represerrts results of the data cotlected for asHng questions repeatedly
across the baseline, intervention, and return to baseline phase. The child dernonstrated a
62.960/o increase in rmn incidence of asking questiotts repeatedly fiom the baseline to
pretreatment of the intervention phase, which may be attn"buted to the medication change.
There was a mean decrease of l9.77Yo from the baseline phase to the post-treatrrrcnt of
the intervention phase. The decrease masking questions repeatedly was not statistically
significant usrng the 2-standard deviation band method. Upon visual analysis ofthe data
there nnas a decrease in the slope for behaviors during post-treatrnent of the intervention
phase, aod with continued intervention the child's decrease in th behavior may have
proven to be statisticaty significant. The child demonstrated a2l.92o/orrean inqease in
this behavior from baseline to the return to baseline phase. Similar to data for rubbing
obiects,tlre return to baseline nrean for asking questions repeatedlywas higher rhan the
baseline phase but lower than pretreatnient of th6 intervbntion phase.
Figure 3 re,presents resuhs of the data collected for off-task behavior across the
baseline, interventioru and return to baieline phases. For all behaviors fr[ing under the
heading offtask behovtor, the child dernonstrated an 80.16% increase from the baseline
mean to pretreatment rnean of the intervention phase. This increase was statistically
significant (more than two consecutive data points were above the 2-standard deviation
band in pretreatment during the intervention phase). The rnean incidence of off-1*1,
behwior at baseline was equal to the mean incidence at post-treatment ofthe intervention
phase. Ahhough the child's behaviors during post-treatrnent of the intervention phase did
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not meet the criteria to be statistically significant uslng the 2-standard deviation band
metlio4 the resuhs indicate thrt the child's behavior retumed to a level equivalent to that
of baseline, when the child was receiving a higher dosage of medication The child
demonstrat d a 17 .560/o increase m oX-1ssp behwiors from baseline to the return to
baseline phase.
The child demnstrated a similar pattern across the baseline, pretreatrent, po$-
treatinent, and return to baseline phases for all thnee behaviors. There was an increase in
all three of the child's behaviors from baseline to preheah€nt of the intervention phase,
suggesting effects of ttre dosage decrease in Adderall From pretreatment to post-
treatment of the intervention phase, the child demonstrated a 69.640/o decrease in the
mean inciderce of rubbing objects, a 50.l8Yo decrease n asking questions repeatedly,
and a 44.5o/o decrease noff-taskbehavior, suggestmg an immediate effect ofthe
intervention Once intervention was terrrinated the child demonstrated an increase in the
incidence of all three behaviors from baseline, however each behavior decreased in rcan
inciderce from pretreatment of the intervention phase to the retuin to baseline phase.
The child demnshatd a27.6lo/o decrease n ntbbing objects, a22.72o/o decrease in
asking questions repeatedly, and a 34.74% decrease n off task behaviors fiom
pretreatnrcnt of the intervention phase to the return to baseline phase.
Discussion
Although the present study orlly included one zubject, touch therapy appeared to
be helpful in decreasing selfstinnrlatory and off-task behaviors. Visual analysis of data
indicated a decreas€ from baseline me?rirs to post-fidatment means nrtfibing objects and
asking questiorts repeatedly,two of tbree behaviors measured. There was a decrease in
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the sbpe for“″4g9‖estわぉ and i is posslble働江intervention would provide
ntistica■y signinmt rett rextended over a bnger penod oft搬.
Statistical analysis using tte 2‐tandard“血tbn band mthod indictted no
signincant decreaw in any ofthe the behaviors observed.However9 an unexpected
cbange in the cHに'sm“L頭2on mkes interpretation ofhdings di鋼じl山。■歴cl』d's
dott ofAdderaL ardiCatbngivento lncrease mentbnanddecreaserttbttws,
was dmeased L画b山山ly fouOwing the bawlim phase ofthe mdy.As might be
expec軋the child demonmted a statttica■y signiman  increase h the incdence of
o■task behavior hm the baseline to pretreatment duFing the intoentbn phase,as
notedけmore then two consecutive data pomts above the 2‐Andard deintbn band.
The mean incidence ofthe child'sor_task behavior immdiateけf l10Wing intervent on
鰊)盤rtreament Ofthe interventionphascp remed to the bvel observed during the
b∝line phase(when the child was receiving ahinr dosre ofmedicttb→,suggtting
血t the i―ediate erect ofintwention=,y haVe been sim■・'to the erects of
ぎ
lnedttatioL The decrease in the child'sbdE宙or during post‐trea ment uring畿
intmention phase orers pЮmise in the erectiveness ofthe touch therapy ntervention
Across au three behaviors慟敵eJねヽs ,sa¨ttm1 0fChange m behavios
“
Юss the LSeline,pretreamnt,post¨treatnent,and rem to baseline phases.The
child's serestimmtory behaviors increased htt baseline to pretreatunt,d∝reased
dwing"飩‐trettЮ■,“increased duFing rem to baseline phase,bweverincmence
ofbchaviors was Lss in the rem_tO‐baselin phx han during pretreatment during the
intcⅣention phase。■にchild's decrease in medication appears to have resulted h an
increasc h the child's self‐
"imulatoiry and or_task behaviot as indbated by the increase
¬
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in all ttiree behaviors from the baseline to-prbtreatment during the intervention phase.
Intervention eppears to have m'rlulated his self-stimulatory and ofltask behaviors, as
noted by the decrease'in self-*imuldtory behaviors froni initreatment to post-treatnrent
during the intervention phase. 
- 
When intervention was withdrawn during the return-to-
baseline phase, the child's behavion incaeased.
' Other studies have reported that providing proprioceptive input rnay decre'ase self-
stimulatory and off-task bOhaviors. A study-by Fertel-Daiy, et aL (2001) indicated that
tbe use of a weighted vest resuhed in a decrease in self-stimulatory behaviors and an
indease in attention to task. In addition, a study by Edelsoa et al. (lg9), which
provided deep pressure using Crrandin's Hug lvlachine to twelve children with autisrn,
idicared that deep pressure has a calming effect on children with autisrr, especially for
children with high levels of anxiety. No studies investigating the relative merits of
proprioceptive input compared to npdication in decreasing self-stimuft*ory and off-task
behaviors have been found.
Limitations.
There were several limitations to this study. Due to tirc conshaints and limited
fimding a single subject desrp was the most appropriate desigg however, usrng a single
zubject design limits generalizability to the greater population Autism in itself is a
diverse diagnosis, and each idividual presents differentty, which also limits the
generalizability ofthis study. In single-zuffect design, the researcher attempts to exert as
much control as possible over variables external to the study to ensure that effects seen
can be attnlbuted to the intervention being provided. tn the Montessori classroorn,
children are e4pected to be self-directed and choose the activities in which they want to
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engage,therefore an lnconsiste■context for data conectbn ls providedo Due to the
… 山
hNoE。's routine,the r―FCher Was mable to∞ntrol environmntal
v面満bs,which mv have arected N.E.'s engagementin ser‐鉱imuhtory nd or‐task
behaviors.The ttschangein Fdicatiotty bave bad an maCt Onther―of
the StLldy.The child demollsmted an in―sc h or‐task behavior as a restt ofthe
medicatbn change.Itおposslble hat the rぃ山 ofthe touch thmpy intervention may
Lve provento be statisttt signint rt“child's mdM on had been mintained at
a∞nstant dosage dlring the intmentbn phase.
И∬岬 lioぉ.
There were sevmla_tbb品¬騰i de喚Ⅲ昭the research in oFder tO
a―er th quettbtt that were proposed.It was ass―d that
l.■Ю child who partたわ誠ed h面ざmdy would be c∞
"mtlve and wining tO
recclve pЮpnoceptive input hament
The teachers provided an accurate account ofthe child's performance prior to
the study in order to adequately ob,serve if a change has occurred
The classroom instnrctors did not change the child's routine during the study.
Conclusion
The resuhs of this singb subject ABA study provide preliminary support for the
use of touch therapy uslng pmprioceptive input in decreasing self-stimulatory and ofl
task behaviors in children with autism. Although the child did not dernonstrate a
statistically significant decrease in self-stimulatory and offiusk behaviors, visual analysis
indicated potential beneficial resuhs with continuation oftreatment. Mean incidence of
behaviors increased from baseline to preheafinent of the intervention phase. This
2.
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increase was statistitally signiftarr for oFtask behavior, using the two-standard
deviation bflrd. This suggestd that the decrease in rcdication resufted in an increase in
self-stimulatory and off-task behaviors. The incidence ofthe behaviors decreased from
pretreatment to post-tneatunt during the interventionphase to a level similar to that
observed during the baseline phase, suggestrng that the medication and touch therapy
may have had similar effects. Finally, pre and post-treatment demonstrated 6 significant
difference using the two-stardad deviation band rnethod for off-task behavior. post-
treafuent results were th sarre as baseline indicating a positive result due to touch
therapy. Finally, there was a decreasing trend line for asking questions repeatedly during
post-heatment of the intervention phase. With further treatmen! resuhs may have proven
to be satistically significant. Additional research is necessary to determine the
effectiveness of the internention without a medication change prior to intervention In
addition, replicatrng the study with a medication chirnge may offer the potential for
decreasiag the dosage ofmedication for childrenwith autism who receive sensory
integrative intervention providing touch therapy.
.1
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Appendix A
Human Sudect Approval Letter
Ornce oF THE PRovos'r .ru',io Vtce Pnesloexr
ron Acroeruc ArF.{Rs
December 6,2004
Neva Fisher, Graduate Sfudent
Carole Dennis, Assistant Professor
Deparhent of Physical TheraPY
School of Health Sciences and Human Performance
Re:
Thank you for responding to the stipulations madi: onNovember l9,2OO4 by the All-Cotlege
Review Board foiftuman Subjects Research (HSR). You are authorized to begin your project at
an)r rims. This approval will remain in effect for a period of one year from the date of
authorization.
After you have finished the project, please complete the enclosedNotice-of-Completion Form
and return it to my office for our files.
Best wishes on a successful studY.
Sincerely,
4/~
Gaw L.BЮdh“嶋Assoclate PЮvost
All‐College Re宙w Board for Human Sl両eCtS Rese〔
“
h
/esr
Enclosure
and or_task Behawior in Children with LAutism
ReF HSR 0904{2
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Appendix B
Recruitment Statement for Teachers or Therapists
Hello. My name is Neva Fisher. I am an occrryational therapy graduate student at Ithaca
College. I am involved in a research study that is investigating the effectiveness of
proprioceptive input on attending and self-stimulatory behaviors, such as grinding tettL hand flapping
and rocking in children with autisrn We need people for this study who have a diagnosis of
autism and demnshate self-stimulatory or self-injurious behaviors. Children who are currently
receiving Applied Behavioral Anatysis as their educational program are not eligible to participate
in this study.
The study involves individual observation and treatment of each child who participates in
the study. Teachers will be asked to corylete an interview before and after the
intervention regarding tbe child's self-stimulatory bebavior. Children who participate in
the study will be observed for twenty minutes on four occasions over two weeks in their
classrooms at baseline, when I will record selFstimulatory and o$task behaviors.
Follor*ing this initial observation, each child will receive twenty minutes of observation
followed by fifteen minutes of proprioceptive input and another twenty minutes of
observation for six treatrnent sessions over three weeks. In proprioceptive input, the
child's entire body will be rubbed using moderate pressure and srnooth 
"trotirgmovements on each ofthe following areas: head or neck, arms or bands, torso, legs or
feet for fifteen minutes, per their tolerance. Observation of self-stimulatory and ofltask
behavior will be recorded prior to, during and after proprioceptive input. At the end of
the treatment sessions, children's behavior in the classroom will again be observed for
twenti, minutes on four occasions over two weeks; with self-stimulatory and off-task
behaviors again recorded.
Ifyou are zupportive ofthis study, and a child that you work with meets these criteria
please send the attached envelope (which includes the Recruimnt Statement for
Families, consent form, Initial Information Form for Farnilies, and mailing envelope) to
their fanrily. Farnilies who choose to partidipate will mail a signed .rrr"rrt forrr to me in
the envelope provided. Families may also give you theh verbal consent for the
researchers to call them to discuss the snrdy, if they prefer. If frmilies whom you work
with agree to participate in the study, I will need'to meet withyou to arange times for the
study to occur. I will also ask you to conplete a telephone or in-person interview before
and after the intervention regarding behaviors the chili demonstihtes while in school.
Ifyou have any questions about the study, please contact Neva Fisher (telephone 631-
793-6817, email nfisher2@)thaca-edu) or Professor Carole Dennis (607-274-1,057, elorriil
cdennis@ithaca.edu).
Thank you for your assistance!
Neva Fisher
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Recruitment t*"#fff5i"nts or Guardians
Hello. My name is Neva Fisher. I am an occupational therapy student at lthaca College.
I want to look at the eftcts of proprioceptive input on repetitive actions and the ability to
pay attention in sclml in children with autism. We need people for this study who have
autism and display repetitive actions.
Ifyou and yorn child agree to be in this study, the cbild will be observed for twenty
minutes for four sessions over two weeks. For six sessions ovetr a three-week span I will
spend fifteen minutes giv'ng proprioceptive input to your child. I will use firm pressure
and will stroke your child's body smoothly on each ofthese parts ofthe body: head or
neck, arms or hands, ckst and back, legs or feet. I will watch for repetitive actions and
the ability to pay attention before and after tbe therapy. For twenty minutes before and
after ttre proprioceptive input I will watch the child for repetitive actions and the ability to
pay attention in his or her classroon Wherr the proprioceptive input sessions are done, I
will <ibserve th child for another two weeks to see ifhis or her bebaviors have changed
over time. Would you like your child to be in this snrdy?
Ifyou want me to tell you nrore about the study, please contact rre, Neva Fisher
(telephone 631-793-6817, email nfisher@ithacaedu) or Professor Carole Dennis (607-
274-1057, email cdenni@ithacaedu). If you and your child would like to be in the
study, please read and fill out tlie Informed Consentform and the Family Information
Sheet. Please send them to me in the envelope I have given you.
Thank you!
Neva Fisher
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Appendix D
Notice of Permission
I am interested in th possibiltty of my child
Child's nanne (printd)
participating in the study entitled. Effectiveness of Proprioceptive input in Decreasing
Self --,Stimulatory Behovior and affTask Behovior in Children with Autism. The study is
being conducted byNeva Fisher, a graduate student in the Department of Occupational
Th*apy at Ithaca College, under the guidance of Carole Dennis, as part ofthe
requirement for the Master's Degree. I understand that professionals who work with my
child may wish to learn more about the study in order to consider how it might impact the
services they provide to my child.
I, give permission forNeva Fisher, the
Parent or guardian's name (printed)
researcher, to speak about the study with the following professional who works with my
child.
Name of professional:
Title of professional:
Ertrployer:
Employer's address:
Parent or guardian's signature ' Date
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Appendix E
Informed Consent Form
Effect of Proprioceotive lnput on Attention and Repeitive Actions in Children with Autism
For Children from 3 to 6 years of Ase
l. Purpose ofthe Study I
The purpose ofthis study is to evaluatb the effectiveness of sensory integration treatment
providrng proprioceptive input in reducing the incidence of self-stimulatory behaviors,
such as ginding teetb hand flapping and rocking, and ofltask behavior in children with
autisnr
2. Benefrts ofthe Study
It is aitticipated that the childien ufidparticifLte io this study may demonstrate a deuease
in sef-stimulatory behavior from the treatment prograq thetefore, increasing their
ability to perform daily tasks. For occupational therapists and other rehabilitation
professionals it will provide information regading the effectiveness of sensory
integration techniques for children with autisr and will add to the research base to
support this approach as a valid technique.
3. What Your Child will be asked to do
You dnd your child's teachers will be asked to fill out anlnformation Sheet,which will
descrftie the child's behavior, how he or she acts at home and at schoo[ and what tpe of
repetiiive actions the child does. Your child will be observed in the classroom for twenty
minutes on four days over two weeks before treafunt begins. Intervention will consist of
six treatment sessions over thee weeks where I will spend twenty minutes observing
your cm4 fifteenminutes giv'mg proprioceptive input to yo* 
"hil4 followed by anothertwenty minutes of observation I will use firm pressure and will stroke your child's body
smoothly on each ofthese parts ofthe body: head or neck, arms or hands, chest and baclq
legs or feet. If the child is upset by this (i.e. says they are upset, cries, pushes or prrlls
away, etc.) the researcher will allow the child to play freely for five minutes.
Proprioceptive input will be started again and if the child again is upset, another five
minutes of fiee play will follow. Proprioceptive rnput will be tried once rnore; ifttre
child appears upset, treatment will be stopped for the day. After the treatment sessions
are complete, your child's behavior wilt again be observed in the classroom for tiventy
minutes on four final occasions over two weeks.
4. Risks of Participation
There i5 minimal risk ofparticipation for the zubjects. The child might feel overwhehned
or uncomfortable by the physical contact made by the researcher; however, all efforts will
be made to make the child completely comfortable by assuring there is a frmiliar aduh in
{* 19o- and propnoceptive rput will be discontinued if tne cma is demonstrating
signifi cant discomfort.
Init魅 Date:
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Effoct of Proprioceptive Input on Attention and RExtitive Actions in Children with Autism
5. If You Would Like More Information about the Study
If you would like more informatioir about this study at any time you may contact the
principal investigators: Neva Fisher (631) 793-6817 Nfisher2@thaca-edu or Carole
Dennis (607) 27 4-1057 Cdennis@ithacaedu
6. Withdrawal fromthe Study
You or your child may choose to withdraw from the study at any time without penalty.
7. How the Data will be h[aintairred in Confidence
While anonymity is not possible'given the nature of this study, data will be rnaintained in
strict confidence. The child's results will be kept confidential so that no personal
inforuri,ation \r,ill be available to anyone other than the researchers. The'data will be
stored inthe offices ofthe chief investightors: All information linking identifying
information with the child will be destroyed after the study has been conpleted.
Yotn pennission is also requested to allow videotaping of yorn child during classroom
observation and or treatment. The videotape. will allow us to be sure that we are
recor{ing observed bebavior correctly. Vilteotapes, if allowed to be taken, will be stored
in a locked cabinet atltbaca College, and will contain only a code number identifying the
child. Videotapes will be destroyed followingbbryletion ofthe study.
I have read the above and I understand its contents. I em 18 years ofage or older, and I
agree that my child is allowed to participate in this study.
Parent or Guardian's Name (please print or tlpe)
Parent or Guardian's Signature Date
I give my consent to allow my child to be videotaped.
Parent or Guardian's Name (please print or type)
Parent or Guardian's Signature Date
Touch Therapy in Autism
Informed Consent Form
l. Purpose ofthe Study
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of sensory integration treatment
providing proprioceptive input in reducing the incidence of self-stimulatory behaviors,
zuch ds grrndmg teetb hand flapping and rocking, and off-task behavior in children with
autisnr-
2. Beriefits ofthe Study
It is anticipated that the children who participate in this study may dernonstrate a decrease
in self-stirirulatory behavior from the treatment progranr; therefore, increasing their
ability'to perform daily tasks. For occupational therapists and other rehabilitation
professionals it will provide informationregardrng the efuiveness of sensory
integration techniques for children with autism and will add to the research base to
support this approach as a valid technique.
3. What Your Child will be asked to do
You ahd your child's teachers \dll be asked to fill out an Information Sheet, which will
descnlbe the child's behavior, how he or she acts at home and at school, and what tlpe of
repetitive actions the child does. Your child will be observed in the classroom for twenty
minutes on four days over two weeks before treatment begins. Intervention will consist of
six treatment sessions over thee weeks where I will spend twenty minutes observing
your child, fifteen minutes glving proprioceptive input to your child, followed by another
twenty minutes of observation I will use firmpressre and will stroke your child's body
smooth$ on each ofthese parts of the body: head or neclg arms or hands, chest and bach
legs or feet. If the child is upset by this (i.e. says they are upset, cries, pushes or pulls
away, etc.) the researcher will allow the child to play freely for five minutes.
Proprioceptive input will be started again and ifthe child again is upset, another five
minutes of free play will follow. Proprioceptive'input will be tried once more; ifthe
child appears upset, treatment will be stopped for ttb dai. After the treatment sessions
are complete, your child's behavior will again be observed in the classroom for twenty
minutes on four final occasions over two weeks.
4. Risks of Participation
There is minimal risk of participation for the zubjects. The. child might feel overwhelmed
or uncomfortable by the physical contact maite bythe researcher; however, all efforts will
be rnade to make the child completely comfortabte by assuring there is a familiar adult in
the room and proprioceptive input will be discontinued if the child is demonstrating
significant discomfort.
Initials Date:
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5. If You Would Like More Information about the Study
If you would like more information about this snrdy at any time you may contact the
principal investigators: Neva Fisher (631) 793-6817 Nfisher2@ithacaedu or Carole
Denriis (607) 27 4-1057 Cdenni@ithacaedu
6. Withdrawal fromthe Study
You or yotu child may choose to withdraw from the study at any time without penalty.
7. Hciw the Data will be Maintaind in Confidence
While anonymity is not possible given the nature of this study, data will be maintained in
strict confidence. The child's results will be kept confidential so that no personal
information will be available to anyone other than the researchers. The data will be
stored in the offices of the chief investigators. All information linking identifiing
information with the child will be destroyed after the study has been completed.
Your pennission is also requested to allow videotaprng of your child during classroom
observation and or treatrnent. The videotape will allow us to be sure that we are
recording observed behavior correctly. Videotapes, if allowed to be taken, will be stored
in a locked cabinet at Ithaca College, and will contain only a code number identifiing the
child. Videotapes wilt be destroyed foilowing corryletion of the study.
Parent or Guardian's Consent: I have read the above and I understand its contents. I am
18 years ofage or older, and I agree that my child is allowed to participate in this study.
Parent or Guardian's Name (please print or tpe)
Parent or Guardian's Signature
(continued on the next page)
Initials
Date
Date:
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I give my consent to allow my child to be videotaped-
Parent or Guardian's Nalre (please print or type)
Parent or Guardian's Signature Date
Child's consent (when the child is 7-18 years of age and capable of indicating their
consent): I have read the above ad I understand its contents, or my parents or guardians
have explained this to me. I agee to participate inthis study.
Child's Name (please print or tPe)
Child's Signature Date
I give my consent to be videotaPed.
Child's Name (please print or tlpe)
Child's Signature Date
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Appendix F
Initiat Information Sheet for Parents or Guardians
2.Date ofBM血
4. Diagnosis
5. Please descnlbe'educational prograrn your child is enrolled in Check dl that apply:
_ 
My child is enrolled in a special education program
_ 
My child is enrolled in a regular education program without special services
_ 
My child is enrolled in a regular education program with special services
6. Please check all services child is receiving:
l. Child's Nanre
3. Gender
_ 
Occupational Therapy
_ 
Speech and Language The.upy
_ 
Hearing Th*py
_ 
Therapeutic Recteational Services
7. General Description of child's affect at home:
_ 
Physical Therapy
_ 
Counsieling
_ 
Vision Therapy
Other: describe
8. Place an X next to any behavior child exhibits:
*
_ 
Persistent hand to mouth activity
_ 
Sits on handVfeet
_ 
Pinches
_ 
Hits/slaps
_ 
Bites hand/wrist/arm
_Waves or flicks fingers near eyes
_Presses or bangs heeldwrists
_ 
Bites objects
_ 
Mouths objects or clothing
_ 
Scratches
_ 
Rubs
_ 
Pulls hair
_ 
Rocks body
_ 
Paces
_ 
GrindVclenches teeth
_ 
Toe-walks
* Self-stimulatory behaviors based in the Sensory Integration Inventory Revised for
Individuals with Developmental Disabilities
Parent's or Guardian's Signature Date
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Appendix G
Initial Information-Sheet for Teachers
l. Cliild'sName
2. General description of child's affect in classroom:
3. How does child's classroom perfornranc.e coryane to assessed potential
4. How does child interact with classrnates and teachers?
."t
5. Does child corylete homework and if child demonstrates difficuhy, what is the rature
ofthis difficutty
6. What classroom strategies and testing modifications are used as per the child's IEP?
7. Plar,r- an X next to any behavior child exhibits:
*
_ 
Persistent hand to muth activity
_ 
Sits on handVfeet
_ 
Pinches
_ 
Hits/slaps
Bites hand/wrisUarm
- Waves or flicks fingers near eyes
_Presses or bangs heelVwrists
_ 
Bites objects
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_ 
Moutbs objects or clothing
_ 
Scratches
_ 
Rubs
_ 
Pulls hair
_ 
Rocks body
_ 
Paces
_ 
GrindVclenches teeth
_ 
Toe-walks
_ 
Flaps hands, claps, or stamps an
unusual degree
* Self-stimulatory behaviors based in the Sensory Integration Inventory Revised for
Individuals with Developmental'Disabilities
Teacher's Signature
???? ?
?
??―?
?????
??
SCⅡ00L OF OCcuPATIONAL二』Щ」RAPY
STEREOTYPED AND SELFINmOUS MOvEMENTS
NTERV□5w
・SECIIoN A:
SECTIoN B:
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
STEREOTYPED MovEMENTS
SELFINJURIOus BEHAⅥR
The information in this questionnaire will be treated conlidentially.
December 2O0O - Gal, passmore & DvckCurtin University of Techologr - -' --
GPO Box U1987
PERTH WA 6845
AfuPt'df,O^ ru rePENNW BEruWOARINWMEV_ TU^'- 'AOR
SreEdWd an &tf bjuiotu Mowuta _ brbaicl CmlPaswc&Dtrt,2OO0
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a-.J TouchTherapy inAutism 83
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
BACKGROUND INFORMAT10N
Name:
Male:□1 Fcmale□2
deaf□l  blind □2 autism □3
Today's date: /t
Day Month Year
Age at test:
Diagnosis:
other:
Sa@ oa Si{ hiwtottt Uowna* 
- 
bitinicw ■
"猛
爾"ι助4 2aaa
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Itrstructions;
h面sintwiew l win ask yOu qunions abOuta had mge ofbehaviOm,
which ma2ybeshOwnbym)。Not all of山鶏 bchaviШs win beshom by
●田田)。
A』にr each question l wOuld like you tO■ink abOut whe■er ttЮ b haviOur
■atl havejust askedyouabOuthasbemshOwn by cnamep atlast once a
wck during tt last3 monms.IfyOu■ink仙鵬 )has shown tie behaviOur
atleastoncF tt l wOuld ШbyoutO d"cibe the Ⅸatt behaviourぬat
●me)ShOWS.I may ask you for more details lke how Ofh●me)shoWs
ぬis behaviow,劇h山田●囲
“
)ShOm mis bchaviOur at pdicultt times and
what thin鰺( fanyp makel五s b haviourmmore onenorless onen.
Ifyou tte not sure whatI'm asking about pleasc ask me to ttplain myser
more dearly.Ifl don't ask about so血e面喚;tatis interding or import田ち
please make sure you ten me anyway.Iam呵〕∝ia■yhけはedin an foms
ofrwetitive,mtttself‐
“
juriOドr ttf‐hammg behaviOm shOwn by
em).Evwingぬ江yoliten lile win be held in conndmce.Are山
“
any
qustiOns befoFe We Start?
St ndgd @rd S$ h{wiat Motlatrltt 
- 
huyicy @lPasor&W, mN
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A. SIERE,OTYPED MOVEMENTS
AI. SIEREOTY?ED L{ANIPT.'I,ATION OF OBJECTS
1. Do€s (name) maniputaE obiects repetitively in any way?
For e'rmplq does hc/she spin, twiddtg berg, twist, f,ickorwave objects or ofrer
nreterialsrepetitively? Yes EIl No tr2
Describ€ bbjects and actions-
e) Eof,, orTENDoEn EE rEE IX) TEB?
(l) l-Sx'sperweek tr
(2) t-4x'sp€rday tr
(3) 5-20r's wdny tr
(4) 20rx's pcrdsy tr
(5) almostconstantly tr
b) Eow I,NG IpEs IT LAsrt
(l) less 60 sccs
(2) 1-3 Eins
(3)+9 mins 
t
(4) lG29EiDs
(5)30EiBs+
c)aownrrrrrrrrrr zm
DIOVEMET{TSATf,?
(l ) usrully one single nrovement
(2)2-3 movements in l0 sec
(3)+9 rnoveneor in l0 sec
(4) l0+ movements in l0 sec
?
??
??
??
??
2. Does (neme) repeatedly operate tig[t switches, taps, or flush on the toilet?
Yes El No tr2
Descnbe objects and actions.
8) EOIY OITEN IX)ES EE/SEE Irc TEXS?
(l) l-5x'sperweek tr
(2) l-4x'sp€rday tr
(3) 5-20r's perday tr
(4) 2Gr:r's p€rday tr
(5) alnostconsantly tr
b)EowrpNcDoEgITLutr? c) EOWRXPETTITVT IE
MOVEMENTSANE?
(l) usully eas singlo movcmeot
(2)2-3 movemenB in 10 sec
Q)+9 movem€oB in l0 sec
(4) lGl'movemen6 in l0 sec
(l) lcss 60 secs
(2) l-3 mins
(3)+9mias
(4) lG29mim
(5)30mins+
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
Staeotwd otd &U biniout Monta* 
- 
hteain fuLPas**z&l\* 20tn
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3. Do€ (name) anrnge objects in nows or in other pettcras? yes El No tr2
"EOW OFrENDOEs―
DO口回s?
(1)1‐,'s F wek   □
0 1‐4x'sp"day   ロ
0 5″Ox's F day  ロ0 2いx',per day   ロ
(5) almost∞tty  ロ
bH077LONC¨
(1)1‐60 secs
O)1‐3 mins
●)4‐9 mins
(4)10_29 min。
6)30面ns+
?
?
?
?
?
0   
「(l) rsrully oae siagle aiovement
(2) 2-3 movcm€rils in l0 sec
(3) 4-9 move,meas in l0 soc
(4) IG+moveracne in l0 sec
咄鑑跳w出[祝1器躍拙臨出概  島躙「山山e腱?h□l No
0コOW O―DOES―DO―?
(I) I-Sx's per weetc tr(2) I4x'sperday tr(3) 5-2ox's per &y tr(4) 2Gh'sp6day tr(5) ahostconsrantly tr
りHOW
(1)less 60銹
01‐3 mins
O)4‐9 mins
“
)10‐29 mins
(5)30 mins+
?
?
?
?
?
OHOWl硼PE■m電コ田MO― ARE?
(1)usuし。nesingle moment
O)2‐3 movemm、in lo sec
C)4‐9 movemm inlos∝
“
)101 mOnensinlos∝
鋳 吻 ″ ″ 町 ″ ガ
“
¨ _力閣 ″ GalPaswt&Dd20@
?
?
?
?
Descnbeめiects and bOdypat_
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5. Do€ (neme) stare doscly at object or at his/ her body pafts? For eromple, docs
he/she stare at ligtts, spinning objects, e certain ton hid her fngers and so
on? Yes El l No tr2
Descrfte objects or body prb-
A2. STEREOTWED BODY MO\IEMENTS
6. rloes (name) pece or Eove around in a repctitive patterned matter?
For eramplg does he/she wdk to end fro across a rfl)m or arrrmd the house or
gerden repeatedly? Yes Ell No tr2
Descn'be movemen! route and location
r) EowoFTENDoESEE/sEErx)rEB? | bynowrorolx)EstrL/\srl c)EownEPErTrIvErE
MOYE}IENNIARE?
(l) usuatly one single movement
(2)L3 movemens in l0 scs
(3) +9 moven€ots in l0 sec
(4) lG|. movements in l0 seo
(l)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(s)
l-Sx's perweek
l-4x's per day
5-20x's p6dsy
2(Hx's p€rdsy
dmostconstantly
??
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
(l) less 60 secs
(2) l-3 Eins
(3) 4-9 m;ns
(4)iG29lnitrs
(5) 30.Eins +
?
?
?
?
r) EosrorrENDoEsEE sEErrorrxs? | b)aowrorcDoEslTrrsr?
?
?
?
?
?
(l)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(s)
l-Sx's per week
l-4x's per day
5-20x's p€r day
201:r's perdaty
almo'st consantly
(l) less 60 secs
(2) l-3 mins
(3)+9mins
(4) lG29Eins
(5)30 mins +
?
?
?
?
?
c) EOlf, BEPEITTIVE TEE
MOVEO{ENTSARE?
(l) usully one single move,ment
(2) 2-3 movement in I 0 sec
(3)+9 nrovemens in l0 sec
(4) l0r movemen6 in l0 sec
?
?
?
?
Sta2otgd @d *lf bprtans Movcnutto 
- 
httrticu @LPasotdD*run
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7. Does (nnme) spin him/herrelf enound and around? Yes EI I NO EI2
Describe movement-
8.Do6(興mOコ∝kn口httu山「badWards and節口rard3 or side to side9 either when
sittng or when s如耐鴫?Yes口l No口2
Descnte whether sitting or standing-
aD EOWO田園DOES…DO― b)EowrcNcIx)EsIT
(l) less 6O sccs
(2) l-3 mins
(3)+9Eins
(4) lG29 Eins
(5) 30 mins +
c) EownnErrrnz rE
DtovtflENm.rRE?
(l) rsrully onc single movemeut
(2)2-3 Eovem€ots in l0 sec
(3)+9 movem€ots ia l0 sec
(4) lGr movemens in 10 sec
(1)
(a
(3)
④
6)
l-Sx's per week
l-4x's per day
5-20x's pcr day
2Ghr's perday
almost constantly
????? ?
?
??
???
?
?
??
→ H077 0FFEN DOES―DO-7 1助 HOW LONGDOB rr…c) EorvRErErTrrnE rB
MOYEMEIUTIARE?
(l) usulty one single movement
(2')2-3 movemeats in l0 sec
(3)4-9moraemelrs in l0 sec
(4) lG+ movernen6 in l0 sec
(1)
②
0)
“
)
(5)
l-Sx's pcr week
I -4x's per day
5-2ox's perdsy
2(}+x'3 p€r day
almost consEntly
??
?
??
?
??
??
(1)ls 60鉢
o)1‐3 mins
o)4-9 mins
o10‐29 mins
(5)30 mins十
?
??
?
Srcnoged drd &lf hjwiauMovmta- htvticv α4P―mと助燿ヒ""
1丁
―
|
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9. Docs (name) repeatedty to'uch parts of hig body or clothing ?
For ereinph, does hdshe repeaEdty nb hid her legs' pull at tre buttons on his/he:r clothingi,
ortouchhisrherearordbow? Yes EII No E2
Describo action mdbody pat or clothing-
10. Do€ (name) Eakc repetitive arm, hand and/or finger movemcnts? For eramplg
does he/she repetitively wsye, Itic'k, Aap or twiddle his/ter hmds or fmgers? Dths he/she
repetitivety clap or clasp hislher hand? Yes E I No tr2
Describe morrcments aod whether this'ciccurs nears hislher eyes
r) EoworrEr{noEsEE/sEEDorurs? | byuowloncDoElxlTr.ffrt c) EownEPETtTIvE lEE}IOYEME{NARE?
(l) rsrully one single movement
(212-3 Eovern€nts in l0 seo
(3r+9 Eovern€os in l0 sec
(4) l0+movemens in l0 seo
(1)
0
0)
“
)
(5)
l-Sx's perweek
1-4x's pcr day
5-20x's p€rday
20+n's per day
- dmostconstantly
????????
?
?????
(1)1‐60鉢
ol‐3面由
o)4‐9 mins
“
)10‐29 mins
(5)30 mins+
a) Eos,oFTENDoEsEE/sEEIrorEIs? | byrowrorvcDorslTLAsr?
1-5i's pcrweek
l4x's pcr day
5-2ox's perday
201x'sP35day
almost consaotly
(1)leS3 60 soぃ31
(2)1‐3 mins
(3)4‐9 mins
(4)10‐29 mins
'(5)39面十     「
c)EowRxPEffiEtErE
MOVE}IENTIIARE?
(l) usually one single movement
(2)2-3 movements in l0 sec
(3) zt-9 mwements in I 0 sec
(4) IOF movement in l0 sec
(1)
0)
(3)
0
(5)
??
??
?
????
????
?
6Sbcotnd ord Se{ biukns Morcautt - btwicv α4Pa―mこ
"嗅"00
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11. I)oes (name) make any repetitive movemen6 with his/her feet or legs?
For exirmple' does he/she repetitively tap his/ter feet, swing hislher legs or jump?
Yes EIl No tr2
Describe movements-
12. Does (name) repeatedly make any particuler noises or sey particular words?
For examplg does h€/she rcpeet singlewords or nonsense words? Or other sounds sncl
as humg growl$ clicking of the tongug or clearing the thrcat? yes E I No tr2
Describe movements-
r) EoworrEmDoEsEE/sEEDorErs? I blsowr,orcrxxrrrrr,Asrt
l-Sx's perweek
l-4*'s per&y
$20r's pcrdsy
2GI:r'3 p6 6",
dmost consAntly
(1)16s60s圏
0)1手枷  Ь
o)4‐9面
“
・
(4)10‐29 mins
(5)30=山田+
c)EownErlTIIvErB
IIOVEMENTSANE?
(l) uudly onc sindc movdme,rt
(2) 2-3 Eovcm€os in I 0 scc
(3) 4-9 moveoents io l0 sec
(4) lGr movemens in l0 sec
(1)
0)
(3)
0
(5)
?
??
??
???
?
?
???
?
e) EOWOFTENDOESEE/SEEDOTETn I blXOWrOrCrXrrSrTrasT? c) EowRxPErnwEllEE
MOVEI,IENTSARE?
(l) rsuallyone single movement
(2)2-3 movemeots in l0 sec
(3) 4-9 movemeoe in l0 sec
(4) l0+ movements in l0 sec
(1)
0)
(3)
“
)
(5)
1‐5xis perW"k
l‐4x'sp∝day
5‐2は'sl■day
2吐's目的
almost∞nsundy
?
?
??
?
?
??
?
???
?
?
(1)1鰯60s鰯
o)13¨ mine
o)4‐9 mins
“
)10‐29 mins
(5)30 mins+
Stenotpdad&fhisiatcMow:rrunB-bruvicr 7 Cal…ιめ凛"ω
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13. Do€s (name) make repetitive head or neck movements?
For e'omplq does he/she nod or shake his/ her head repetitively, Or docs he/ihe show otter
rcpetitive novements of tte face muschs such as raising eyebrows or moving the muscles
erountl &e [ps? Yes E I No tr2
o Eow orrEr{Ix)EsEEtEErx)r'rEB? | tlswrff{crx)EsrrL/urrr
???
?
?
(1)
0)
0)
0
(5)
l-Sx's pcrurcek
l-4x's per day
5-2(hr's p€rd8y
2(Fx's p6 day
almostconstandy
(1)1翡60 se●
o)1‐3血
o4‐9面
“
o10‐29 mins
(5)30回山S+
??
??
?
????
c)nowrrnrrrnnrm
MOVED|BNTSIXE?
(l) usually onc single movement
(2)2-3 moveoeols ia 10 sm
(31+9 Eov€E€ffi in l0 scc
(4) l0f morements in 10 sec
Describ€ movements
1           1          .
14.Do●(namO maL any repetitive tt movement?
For e"mpL doeS hJShe n融ちfou or move n山崚r ye repeatedけ? Y“□ 1 No口2
Describe movements-
s) Eos,orrENDoEsEE/sEErx)1EIs? | byxowr,oxcDoEsml/urr?
(1)
0)
(3)
0
0)
l-Sx's per week
l4x's pcrday
5-20x's per day
20lx's per day
aloost coosilantly
(1)1厖60 xs
ol‐3 mins
f3)4‐9 mins
(4)10‐29 mins
(5)30m:nO+
????
?
??
?
??
c) EOWRf,PEflTTVETEE
MOVEMEITITITARE,?
(l ) usually eas singls movement
(2)2-3 movements in 10 sec
(3) zl-9 mwements in l0 sec
(4) lGr movements in l0 sec
?
??
?
Sratdyd @d Sef hjuious Maztrut*t 
- 
btuvicr @|Paswz&Di,2000
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f5. Does (name) make any repetitive mouth and/or tongue movemen6?
For examplg docs he/she griud his/her tcctt' smackhis/her fipg or make sucking
movements repetitively? Ycs El No tr2
D―ibe whe■aぶ血 gor m辟
f6. Do€s (name) show any stercot5ped/repetitive movements that were not mentioned
iD this intervierw? Yes EII No tr2
Desc」be
il nos, ortEr{IX)FsEE/SEEDorEtrt? lablron'loncDoEsrrLrrsr?
?
?
???
?
(r)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(s)
l-Sx's perurcek
l-4x's per day
5-20r's p€rday
20*n's p€r d8y
dnostconstantly
0) les eO sccs
(2) l-3 mins
(3) /L9 miss
(4) lG29Eins
(5) 30 mins +
??
??
?
c)EoIYRIPETTIIVErEE
}IO1'EDTEI{IIIARE?
(l) rsrully one single moveoent
(2)23 Eovemeos ia l0 sec
(i)+gEovcm€otsia losec
( ) l0+ aioveoeots in l0 soc
?
???
e) Eow orrEI{DoEsEE/sEEIprEIs? | bluowr,orolprsrrr,Asr? c)xow nrnrrrrlvE TEE}IOYEMENNTARE?
(l) rsuallyone single move,ment
(2)2-3 movemeots in l0 sec
(3) +9 movemeris in l0 sec
(4) l0+ movements in l0 sec
(r)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(s)
l-Sx's perweek
l-4x's per&y
5-20r's p€r d8y
20*x's per day
almost constantly
????????
??
(l) less 60 secs
(2) l-3 mins
(3)+9 ming
(4) lG'29mhs
(5) 30 mins +
?
?
?
?
Suzand ad Se$hittiott Mowmt' huticv @l,Pasot&D4 mN
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17. The last 16 qucstions have been about stereo$ped movements
Who, or in whet cirtumstances do thcsc movements &rur?
(Slhich behaviour are yoE referring b?.
(0) no specific time or sihtdion(l) d specific times of dayleveor (wtich? )
(2) u,hcn concentrating or thinking
(3) q,hkr axious ff hse
(4) in specifio rnooddwift-c€rtain emotions
(5) iE sogial sitritirm or urhes specific int€rp€rsomt demads are placed on him/her
(6) $,t€n alone ad/qunocqryba
(D uean acadtmiCdeniids fr*t re hd for him s's placed
(8) at other times (which?d
(9) nd ryplicable- it€ms l.16 nEre mstf,Ered.'ho"
comments: i
17A ryo■are nfe血g to a"“ⅢlLpehavi9Ⅲpl―'S山.
Code from同         "  ・  ‐.::
m ryOua“餞 rring m a d国り甲宙Ⅲ ,いF,中F呻・
Code From O‐8
(Rate rsual or most corrDon behaviour)
(1) ceases behaviour with no fiss or agitation ad.dqes nbt resume activity for
atleast l0 minutes. " '"' i- . .
(2) ceases behaviour but only momentanly- bebaviour. appears agqin qriffi
five mirirnes
(3) ceas€s behaviorn but shows mxiors or mildly negative resporsc
“
) ceases behaviorn but shows stong negative reaction in the form of tantnrm
or equirnalent ouburst
(5) oersists and amemts to continue wift the behaviour
f6) ceas€s behaviour but takes uD m alternatirrc selfhrmbehaviour
θ) not applicable- items l-16 were answered'hol
Describe movements.
Sraのヮ″″′&r為
"ヵ"ν
枷口″山一ra●嘔″ @lPasnoc&Dafi,20@
18。How doescnamO reaCtranyOf“y中
“"山
露」bed so Far in this
intewiery are internrpted oistopped froin bccunriiig in sode way?
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19. Woutd you dcscribe any of the beheviours mentioned above as tic} lile
behaviours rather fran stereot5@ movemmts? For eremple; arc these
moveinents very abrupt and sudden in nefure?
(l) None of these behaviours re tick like
(2) some ofthese behaviours re tick-like (wtich?.
(3) dl of these behaviorns re tick like
(9) not aplicable- ite,ms l-16 were mswered'ho"
R SELFINJURIOUS BEHAⅥOUR
2Q Does omO bangh鍋げhend? Yes口1 No口2
Descnbe what his/her head is banged agafuist-
r) EOs, OFI'EN DOBS EE/S:EE Ix, TEIII?
(l) l-Sx's perweek tr
(2) l-4x's per d8y tr
(3) 5-20x's p€r dsy tr
(4) 2Grx'sperday tr
(5) aluiost constantly tr
bDEOW LONGDOESFT…
(1)ls 60 secs    ロ
o)1‐3 mins     ロ
(3)4‐9 mins     ロ
o10‐29 mins    ロ
(5)30 mins十        日
c) EownEEflTIvrrE
MOVE}TENNSTBE?
(l) usually one single movcrnent El
Q)2-3 mo\rcments in l0 sec tr
(3) +9 movem€rts in l0 sec tr
(4) 10+ Eovemeots in l0 sec tr
d) Eow DflENSELv DoEs EE/SEE
DOIf?
(l) uses minimal effort
(2) uses moderate effort
(3) uses maximal efort
???
c) WEAT lll lEE r.XrI\T Or lEE
OF TEE I'A}TAGE CAUSED EY
TEtrIBEEAVIOIJR?
(l)nophysicaldamage tr(2)aredmart tr(3)ab,nrise tr
(3)skinbreakdown tr
(4)inteasive injury' tr
(broken botres)
(5) life thrccening iojuw tr
Staaotyd od Sdf hritoious Movia$ - htuyin CmlPaswz&D*,2000
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21。Do●InamO bれmrhands?(odher bOdy part?¬VЪ饉ch?          〕
Yes口l No口2
RECN  LttLTIME
22.Doo o3me)Ыt Merhead●her bOdy pa由?¬ⅧLht
Y“口l No口2 一 ― ― ― ― ― ― ―
          )
e) aow orrnr DotrIt EE TEE lro rEB?
(1) l-5x's perweek El(2) l4x's perday tr(3) 5-20r's p€rd8y tr(4) 20{'rr's pcrday tr(5) almostcoostantly tr
b)EowLoNGDoEsrTlrtrT
(l)iess60sccs tr
(2) l-3 Eios tr
(3)+9 Eins tr
(4) lG,29dinq tr(5)30mins+ tr
c)nownnrrurrruru
MOVEIIENTBATE?
(l)usuallyonesinglemovement tr
(2')2-3 movem€nts ir l0 sec tr
(3)4-gmorrements in l0 scc tr
(4) lGlmovemenB in 10 sec tr
d)aowurrutsEDoEsET.AEE
Ixrlrt
(l) tu€s minimel efrort
(2) wes moderare efrort
(3) uscs maximal efiort
???
c) WEAT trI rEE EXTE!{T OF IEE
OB TEE DA.DIAGE CAUSID EY
TEtrIBEEAYI(X,B,?
(l) no physical &nage tr(2)aredmark El(3)abruiso tl
(4)skinbreakdoum tr(s)int€osiveinjury B
(koke,n bones)
(Q tift 6reoing injrry tr
→HOV7 0FrEN DOES E―DO―?
(1)1‐5x'sp∝― k   □
¢)1‐4x's"劇ay   ロ
(3)5‐20x'sl獅day    ロ
“
)20t's per day    ロ
(5)山p"∞nSun   ロ
b) Eow LoNc rDElt IT LasT?
(1)腱60鉛
(ηl‐3 mins
o)4‐9面由
(4)10‐29 mins
(5)30 mins+
??
???
c)EOETREPEtrITTVE rEE
DTOYE}IE}ilSABE?
(l)rsuallysassinglemotlment tr
(2)2:3 movemeots in l0 seo tr
(3)+gnovem@tsia lOsec tr
(4) lGr movements in l0 sec tr
d) EOS' INTENSE DOES EESEE
IX)IT?
(l) rscs minimal effort
(2) tses moderae eftrt
(3) uses maximal efrort
??
?
c) WEA,[ Is EE EXTENT oF TEE
OtrTEEDA.DTAGE ATUSED ry
TEtrIEEEAVIOI'R?
(l)no pfunicat demtge tr(2)aredmart tr(3)ab'nrisc tr
(a)skinbreakdorra tr
(5) intensive injury El
(broken bones)
(Olift threaeoing iniurv E
StercotWd ad Se{biuiou Motznau 
- 
hwyio 12 C●I Pa―rι2"L劾"
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Zl.Iloei(dane)pullhisrher.hair? Yes El No tr2
24 Does●■m●80uge撃■lr"“7'Yesl口1 No□2
e) E{D oflEll IX)ES EEIIEE IrO rf,[n
(l) l-Sx'sperweek tr
(2) 1-4x's perday tr
(3) S-2Ox'sp€rdsy tr
(4) 20rn's perdsy tr
(5) atarostconsailly tr
DEOWLONCDOESE…
(1)is 60ses    ロ
ol‐3面
“
     □
o4‐9d園     □
(4)10‐29 mins         Eコ
o30 mins+          ロ
c)EOwruPEf,mnETEl
MOVETIENTSANE?
Q)rsuallychesinglemovement tr
(2)2-3 Eovemeots in l0 sec tr
(3) 4-9 moven€rrts in l0 scc tr
(4) lGr movemenB in l0 sec tr
d)H077-NSE DOES…
DO W
(l) uses minimal effort
(2) rses modcrae efrrt
(3) uses morimal effort
???
oWEAT"WD錮ロロOF―OF口 DAMAC CAUSm耐
・
“
コロ甍ⅥOUR? ・
(1)m physicd d3mage
(a)skh brcrkdowir
(5) intcnsivo injury
(brokca trones)
(O) lift threaening injury
?
?
?????
■)H0770mNDOES―DO■田"
1‐5x'spぼv慮・ 11 回
1‐4x's pg day   ロ
5‐20x's per day   ロ
20七's per day    ロ
山mst consuntly   ロ
???
??
bDE077LONGDOESIr…
(1)ls 60瑯
ol‐3面山
o)4‐9 mins
o10‐29 mins
(5)30 mins+
??
???
c) EOw BEPEf,ITIYETEE
MOVEUENTSARE?
(l) nsualty oae singte movement tr
(2)2-3 movemelrts in l0 sec tr
(3)+9 movemens in lO sdc tr
(4) lO+ movembnB in l0 sec tr
??
?
d) aow INTENSE DOES EE/SEE
DOIT?
(l) rses minimal effort
(2) rses moderate e,frort
(3) uses raaximat eftrt
c) WEAT IS rEE E (rBtT oF TEE
OtrTEE DAMAGE CAUSE' BY
TEXSBEEAVIOT'R?
(l)no physical damage tr
(2)ared mark tr(3)abruise tr
(a)skinbrpakdown tr
(5)iateosiveinjury tr
(brokco boncs)
(O life theareninc iniurv E
Stlarroty,pd ad Sefhiulors Morcnqt - btutict 13 @lPaswt&Dt{2000
―――――――――
――――
―――…
……―?
?
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25。Do●InamO phch n釧にrams?●伽r bOdy part?職h7        〕
Yes口l No口2
2`h“Inam→vOlun色だけfan or ttrows hinserrherserOn wan a00r m.?
Yes口l No□2
r) EOw OrIEN IXrEtl EE/SEE DO rEIs?
(l) t-Sx'spcrweek tr
(2) l4x's p€rday El
(3) S-20x'sp€rdsy tr
(4) 2Gl.x'sperday tr
(5) almostconstantly tr
DEC7LONCDOBr…
(1)1‐60ぃ    □
o口‐3血     ロ
(3)4‐9 mins     ロ
c431α29 mins    ロ
o)30 mins+     □
c) EOw IExTEf,ITIvE IEE
DT()YE}IXNTBARE?
(l)usualb onesiaglemorr€rnmt tr
(2)2-3 movemeots in l0 sec tr
(3) 4-9 movemenB in l0 sec tr
(4) lG+movements in 10 seo tr
d)H077N―E DOE鋼出
DOロ
(1)llSS minimal erort
c2)uss■Od―dおrt
C)uS∝macimal db■
???
c) WEAT IS TEB ETTENT Of fEE
OT TEE DA}IAGE CAI'IIXD BY
IEXSBEEAYN'I'n?
1i; no pt$ysicat dasage tr(2)arEdmart tr(3)abruis. tr
(a)skinbreakdorvn tr(s)int€osiveinjnry tr
(brolen bones)
(6) life treaeoing injury tr
s) EOE, OtrIEN IlOEll EE/SEE DO fEtrl?
(l) l-Sx's per week tr
(2) l4x's p6day tr
(3) 5-2olr's per day tr
(4) 20+:r'sperday tr
(5) almost constantly tr
bDECW LONGDOB r nSP
(1)1鰯60-    □
(al‐3 mins     ロ
o)4‐9面
“
     □
(4)10‐29 mlns          Eコ
(5)30 mins+        ロ
c)uownnrrrrntrm
(l) wully one single move,meat
(2) 2-3 movemeots in I 0 sec
(3)+9 movqments in l0 sec
(4) lGr movernents in l0 sec
?
??
?
d) uownmnsnDoEslEEsEE
IX)rn
(l) uses minimal effort
(2) uses moderarc efhrt
(3) uses maximal efiort
??
?
eD7aAT IS―EXTEm OF■E
OF tt DAMACE CAIISED BY
瑯 BmAVIOtlR?
(1)■O phySicd damage  Eコ
0)a red回は    ロ
(3)a bruiSe      ロ
“
)Skin bddOvJn  □
(5)intmS市e ttury   ロ
OrOken bOnes)
O life―in…ロ
Stzcaypd ad W hiurf inu Monnuas - kuvicr 14 G24屁嘔鷹"を瞬 2000
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
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":
2■ FiCaw慟日にs? Y“□l No□2
Describe nhich body cavities-
28。DoeslnamO scntCh hiner7hett Y“□l No口2
????
?
??
?
?，?
?
「
r) EOW OrIEN DOXII EEISEE Do rEtrt?
(l) l-5x'sperweek tr(2) l-4x's per&y tr(3) 5-2o:r's p€rdey tr
(4) 2Onr'sperday tr
(5) almost constatrtty tr
りH077LONG DOESrr…
(1)leSS 60鉢
ol‐3面
“o4‐9 mins
01"9mins
(5)30m:n。+
?
?
?
??
c)EowREpErrmErEE
MOYE}IEIITS^fE?
(l) rsrullyonesinglemovement [1
(2)L3 Eor/emeosin l0sec tr
Q)+9 Eov€meatsin l0ses tr
(4) lGr movements in l0 sec tr
d) Eos, NTEnSE DoEs EE/sEf
DOIr?
(l) uses mininal c,trort
(2) uses moderae e&rt
(3) uscs maximat effort
?
?
?
??
?
c) WEAT XS IEE EXTENT or TE
OAIEEDADIAGE CAUSEDBY
I!trIBEEAVPI'X?
(l) no physical demrg€ tr
(2)ared nart tr(3)abnrise tr
(4)skio breatdowa tr
(5);n-teneivs iD.iury tl(ffien bonee) ,
(6)liftthreaenine injury tr 
I
→EOVJ…ロ
MOVE… ARE7
(l) usully oc single moveoeot
(2) 2-3 Eovcm€ots in l0 sec
(3)+9 Eovtmcdts in l0 sco
l(}f morremeuts in l0 sec
11嘩|■i
?
?
??
11111、. 1・  .:
??
??
?? r,「秦 ょ主=11__G42日脳"ι2月Lm"｀｀
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29. Does (name) pick in his/her wounds? ver El No口2
30。Does●amO ShOW any ser‐Lin」Ous b山8▼ね Ш that was not mmttnd in misinte山?
Y"□l No口2
a)EOwOrrENUOrSmtsE'
(l) l-Sx's perweek tr
(2) t-4x's perday tr
(3) 5-20r's perday tr
(4) 20rrr's per day tr
(5) almostcorstanty tr
bE077LONGDOESFF…
(1)1圏
“
O Ses    ロ
c2bl‐3 mins     ロ
o4‐9mh    ロ
o10‐29 mins    □
(5)30 mins+       ロ
c) EowREPErrIIrErE
MOVEMEITTSANE?
(l)rsrullyonesinglemovemmt tr
(2)2-3 Eovem€nts ia l0 sec tr
(3)+gmovemeos in l0 sec tr
(4) lGl.movemenB in lO sec tr
d) Eow nuENsE irors iEE BEE
DOr?
(l) uses ninimal efrrt
(2) uses moderae efrort
(3) uses oodmat e,ffort
???
c) WEAT 18 rEE EXTETfr Of IEE
OTrf,EDAUAGECAUS@BY
I'EIBBTEAV'PI'B?
(f)nophpicaldamrSG tr(2)aredna* tr
(3)abnriso ' tr
(a)skinbreakdopn tr
(s)inteosivoiajury tr
(broken boncs)
(OUfttbrealcoinginjurv tr
→ ECW O「rEN岬
―
DO―?
?????
l-5x's perweek tr
l-4x'sperday tr
5-20n's perday tr
2Grr<'sperday tr
almostconsantly tr
bHOWLONCDOESFr…
?????
(1)l鰯60sぃ
o)13 min。,
o)4‐9 mins
(4)10・29 min。
●)30 mins+
c) EOWREPETTTTVETEE
MOVEMENTIIARE?
(t) rsually one single movemert tr
(2)2-3 Eovenens in l0 sec tr
Q)+9 movem€nts in l0 sec tr
(4) l0+movements in l0 seo tr
???
d) xow nrutsE DoEs EE/sEE
Ix)IT?
(l) uses minimal eftrt
(2) uses moderate eftrt
(3) uses modmal effort
c) WEAT IS rEE EXTENT OB IEE,
OFTEE DAIIAGE CAT'SED BY
TEIITBEEAYIOUN?
(l) no physical damage tr.(2)aredrnark tr(3)abnrise tr
(g skin breakdowa tr
(5) inrensivc injury tr
ftirokeo bones)
(5) life th"atening injury E
fuc@ ad S4 hjwiotu Movawo 
- 
htentin α312邸""こρ"L2aoo
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31. The last ll questions have been about self-harm behaviours When, or
inwhat circumstances do trese behaviours occur?
(0) no specific time or situation(l) at specific times of dayleve,nt (which?_)
(2) .uhen concentrating or thinking
(X) ,+hen aocious or tense
(4) in specific moodV witr certain emotioos
(5) igsc:ial situation or when specific interpersonal dernadds ae placed ou him/her(/,t}rl" alone and/or unoccupied(Q &e,n acadenic demands that.are hrd for hiq are placed )(8) at oftertimes (u/hich?
(9) not ryplicable- itelrs 20-30 wetre aswered''ho"
32. How does (name) react if any of the behaviours you've described so far in this
inteniew are intermpted or stopped from occurring in someway?
(Rate usual ormost common behaviour)
(リ ceases behaviour wift no fiss or agiation and does nrit resume activity for
at least l0 minutes.
0) c€ases behaviour but only momentarily- behaviorn appeils afin wiftin
frve minutes
(3) c€ases behaviorn but shorus dnxious or mildly negative respons€
(4) ceases behaviour brf shows sEotrg negative reactioo in the form of tantnrm
or equivdent outbrrst
(切 persists and atte,mpts to continue with the bebaviorn
(6) ceases behaviour but akes up m alternative self harm behaviorn
(e) not applicable- items 20-30 were mswered "tro"
Describe reaction-
Stenotpd od Sefhjuaous Molcnenu 
- 
Inuwin Gal, Passttct & Drdc, 2000
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Appendix I
Behavioral Observation Checklist
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3 min.
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6 min.
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Appendix J
Intervention Log
Child's initials:
Record all intervention techniques used during today's treatment session, and the child,s
response to each intervention
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Appendix K
Proprioceptive Input Protocol
Field, T., Lasko, D., Mundy,P., & Hentelefi, T. (1997). Brief Report: Autistic
Children's Attentiveness and Responsivity lrrFrove After Proprioceptive input.
Journal of Autism and Developmental Disorders, 2 7 (3 ), 3 33-3 38.
Children will remain conpletely clothed with the exception of the removal of shoes and
socks. Their entire body will be rtbbed using moderate pressure and smooth stroking
movements on each df the following'arEas: head or neck, aflns or hands, torso, and legs
or feet. 
1 I
The sequence will occur as follows:
tr'rom suDine position
Face: (a) six strokes along both sides oft_he face u!;ing the flats ofthe fingers and
proceeding from the tenples to the jawbone, O) six shokes with the flats ofthe fingers
across the forehea4 proceeding from the center ofthe forehead to the temples, (c) one
series ofcircular strokes over the teryles proceeding downward to the hinge of the jaw
using fingertips, and (d) trvo strokes placing the flats ofthe fingers and the palms of the
hand over the nose, cheeks, jaw, and chin simultaneously, proceeding forrr the b'ridge of
the nose to the jawline.
Chesfi (a) six strokes on both sides ofthe chest with the flats of the fingers going from
midline outward. Place fingers above nipples for this procedure, (b) six cross strokes
from center ofchest and going over the shoulders, and (c) two strokes on sides of the
chest toward the shoulders.
|
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Stomach: (a) six hand over hand strokes in a paddlewheel fashion, avoiding the ribs and
the trp of the rib cage, @) one series of circular motions with fingertips in a clockwise
direction startrng at the appendix and proceedrng along the large intestine.
Legs: (a) six strokes with the flats ofthe fugertips on the front ofthe leg beginning at the
ankle and proceeding to the hip. Continue strokes over the outside ofthe leg back to the
ankle, and (b) two strokes with the flats of the fingers from the hip to the foot.
Foot: (a) usrng the fingers for zupport, make firm circles with the thumbs on the bottom
ofthe foot using a continuous movement lasiog approximatety fifteen seconds, (b) criss-
cross the thumbs dong the bottom of the foot in a ten second continuous rnovement, and
(c) repeat above motion for palm of the han4 holding the child's arrr with the palm of
the hand facing up, and (d) gently squeeze each finger between the index finger and the
thumb and pull lightty.
f,'rom prone nosition
Back: (a) six gentle downward strokes along the back using the flats of the fingers, (b)
continuous hand over hand movements down the bach proceeding to the waist, (c) use
palms of hands to spread out the thck from spine to iides. Work up and down the back
twice, (d) circular motion from the neck to the tailbone along one side of the spine. Cross
over the spine and go up the other side of the back toward the neck. Make two complete
cycles, (e) rub and knead shoulder muscles for ten seconds, (f) gentty rub the neck for ten
seconds using the flats of the fingers, and (h) two gently strokes along the length of the
back using the fingertips and proceedrng from neck to tailbone.
